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Abstract
Owing to its favorable material properties, tungsten (W) has been studied as a plasma-facing
material in fusion reactors. Experiments on W heating in plasma sources and electron beam
facilities have shown an intense micro-crack formation at the heated surface and sub-surface. The
cracks go deep inside the irradiated sample, and often large distorted areas caused by local plastic
deformation are present around the cracks. To interpret the crack-induced microscopic damage
evolution process in W, one needs firstly to understand its plasticity on a single grain level, which
is referred to as crystal plasticity.
In this thesis, the crystal plasticity of single crystal tungsten (SCW) has been studied by
spherical and Berkovich indentation tests and the finite element method with a crystal plasticity
constitutive model. Appropriate values of the material parameters included in the crystal plasticity
model are determined by fitting measured load-displacement curves and pile-up profiles with
simulated counterparts for spherical indentation, while for Berkovich indentation, only loaddisplacement curves are fitted quantitatively. The numerical simulations reveal excellent agreement
with experiment.
While the load-displacement curves and the deduced indentation hardness exhibit little
sensitivity to the indented plane at small indentation depths, the orientation of slip directions within
the crystals governs the development of deformation hillocks at the surface. For a spherical
indenter, the surface deformation patterns show discrete rotational symmetries reflecting the
crystallographic symmetry properties of the surfaces: namely, four-, two-, and three-fold
symmetries on the (1 0 0), (11 0), and (111) surfaces, respectively. The pile-up patterns produced
by the Berkovich indenter are not only dependent on the crystallographic symmetry properties of
the indented surface but are also strongly affected by the azimuthal orientation of the indenter.
It is found that several factors like friction, indentation depth, active slip systems, misoriented
crystal orientation, misoriented sample surface and azimuthal orientation of the indenter can affect
the indentation behavior of SCW. Misorientations were kept as small as possible by careful
preparation and installation of the samples so that their effect on the measured load-displacement
curves and surface profiles is minimized or even avoided for spherical indentation. In the case of
Berkovich indentation, the load-displacement curves and surface profiles are much more sensitive
to the misoriented sample surface.

III

The Berkovich indentation test was also used to study the crystal plasticity of SCW after
deuterium irradiation. The critical load (pop-in load) for triggering plastic deformation under the
indenter is found to depend on the crystallographic orientation. The pop-in loads decrease
dramatically after deuterium plasma irradiation for all three investigated crystallographic planes.
Hardness and shape of the load-displacement curves are also affected by deuterium irradiation.

Keywords: single crystal tungsten (SCW); crystal plasticity finite element modeling (CPFEM);
spherical indentation; Berkovich indentation; deuterium irradiation
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Due to the nature of its material properties, tungsten (W) is widely used in industrial
applications, like cathode-ray tubes, vacuum tube filaments, and rocket engine nozzles [1-4]. Its
high thermal conductivity and high melting point in combination with low sputtering yield and
retention for hydrogen isotopes also make tungsten a promising candidate for plasma-facing
materials (PFM) in nuclear fusion reactors like ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor) and DEMO (DEMOnstration Power Plant) [5, 6].
Deeper investigation of the use of W as a PFM is necessary for the successful operation of
ITER or DEMO. The W material on the surface of the ITER divertor (which exhausts impurity
particles and removes heat load from the plasma) is exposed to a steady-state heat load with a
power density of 5-10 MW/m2, as well as transient thermal loads, such as edge localized modes
(ELMs), on the order of ~ 1 MJ/m2 for ~ 0.5 ms, at a frequency f  1 Hz [7, 8]. Due to these high
heat loads, high temperature gradients and, as a consequence, high thermal stresses are generated,
resulting in irreversible damage in the form of crack formation, material melting and erosion [9,
10]. Besides the high heat loads, as a PFM, W will also be exposed to intense fluxes of energetic
hydrogen isotopes and helium particles during the burn of deuterium-tritium (D-T) plasma in the
fusion reaction [11]. The combination of the high heat loads and intense fluxes of the energetic
particles causes significant damage to the tungsten microstructure, leading to a deterioration in
mechanical properties [12, 13].
Recent studies of plasma-surface interactions have reported that various kinds of microscopic
damage are created in tungsten samples irradiated by energetic hydrogen ions (energy: ~100 eV,
fluence: ~1026 Dm−2). For example, it was found that small cracks of submicron size were produced
either within individual grains or at grain boundaries [14], and gas-filled bubbles formed beneath
the surface, producing blisters on surface layers over an area of several grains [15]. Investigations
performed using SEM (scanning electron microscope) and EBSD (electron backscatter diffraction)
revealed that the vicinity of the hydrogen-induced cracks is plastically strained (see Figure 1.1) [14,
16], with the patterns of deformation suggesting a dependence on crystallographic orientation. In
1
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addition, the mechanical stability of the blisters was found to be a function of the amount of plastic
shielding at the crack fronts. It seems apparent that the development of such microscopic damage is
closely related to local plastic behavior on the scale of a single grain. Wronski et al. [17] found that
the interaction between local plastic slip and grain boundaries played an essential role in the
initiation of microscopic failure in polycrystalline tungsten. They determined that the onset of a
cleavage crack was induced by a dislocation pile-up in front of a grain boundary. Argon et al. [18]
argued that the subcritical cracks produced by twinning in single crystal tungsten (SCW) were
extended further by plastic deformation until reaching the critical size. In light of these findings, we
conclude that, in order to interpret the microscopic features of damage observed in hydrogenirradiated tungsten, it is first necessary to understand the plastic behavior occurring at the singlegrain level, which is usually described by a theory of crystal plasticity.

Figure 1.1. (a) Sub-surface microstructure in recrystallized W after exposure to a deuterium
plasma with a fluence of 5  1026 Dm−2 at 400 K. The surface was coated with a mixed Pt–C film
in preparation for cross-section EBSD. (b) The EBSD maps show clear deformation inside the
grain. Here, the grain orientations are changed by 2° and 5° degrees by plastic deformation during
D exposure. It is likely that high transient supersaturation of D is responsible for this damage [16].
Crystal plasticity theory takes crystallographic slip into account in order to describe the
deformation mechanisms of single crystal and polycrystalline materials. A brief introduction of
crystal plasticity theory will be presented in chapter 3. Finite element modeling (FEM) within the
framework of crystal plasticity has been extensively adopted in simulating the mechanical response
of materials [19-22]. It enables the prediction of macroscopic mechanical behavior in a more
accurate way. By considering the microscopic features of the grains in polycrystalline materials,
the macroscopic material behavior as well as the evolution of field quantities (stress, strain, etc.) at
the microscopic level can be numerically calculated and clarified. In this numerical approach, each
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grain is associated with different crystallographic orientations, so the development of deformation
texture and possible plastic flow localization can be predicted.
The combination of crystal plasticity and finite element modeling has now become a useful tool
for studying microscopic plastic deformation in solid materials. Some investigations were focused
on the evolution of the heterogeneous strain field throughout a plastically deformed microstructure
[19, 20]. By using crystal plasticity finite element modeling (CPFEM), Osipov et al. [20] proposed
a model with microstructural information to describe the heterogeneous character of bainitic steel
and its local stress and strain fields under deformation. The CPFEM results, such as microtextures
and local plastic deformation, were also compared to experimental investigations [21, 22].
Musienko et al. [21] performed CPFEM for monotonic tension of a polycrystalline copper
specimen with a real, experimentally determined 3D microstructure. The computational results
were in good agreement with experimental data (orientational imaging microscopy, local axial
strain and transverse strain at the surface).
Recently, some investigations were devoted to modeling the damage induced by nucleation
events, such as microcrack initiation, void growth and coalescence, by applying crystal plasticity to
finite element analysis [23-27]. Cheong et al. [24] investigated the role of grain orientation on early
fatigue crack initiation in a polycrystalline metal through an image-based micromechanical model,
which captured microstructural features, such as grain size, shape and orientation. This approach
was validated by a one-to-one comparison between the experimental observation and CPFEM
results. Liu et al. [25] applied CPFEM to studies of void growth and coalescence in face-centeredcubic (fcc) crystals with a 3D unit cell and spherical voids. The crystallographic orientation was
found to have significant influence on the growth and coalescence behavior of the voids.
To gain a better understanding of fracture, CPFEM was also used to study the local plastic
deformation around the tip of cracks [28-31]. Monitoring the local strain field enables one to
improve the prediction of subsequent crack growth. To this end, single edge-notched specimens
were considered under uniaxial tensile. Through this approach, Patil et al. [28, 29] and Huynh et al.
[31] investigated local stress and strain fields near the crack tip in fcc single crystals. Their CPFEM
showed distinct slip band formation in specific crystallographic orientations, and the predictions
were in good agreement with the EBSD observations.
As demonstrated above, the CPFEM is a powerful tool for a wide range of mechanical
problems in the field of material science and engineering. This approach allows taking into account
the real grain structure of a material when describing mechanical properties. It should be pointed
out that appropriate crystal plasticity parameters are necessary for applying CPFEM to solve
mechanical problems. Therefore, the crystal plasticity parameters for a target material must be
determined before CPFEM can be used to model the material’s deformation behavior. A common
3
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approach to obtaining these parameters is fitting numerical stress-strain curves to experimental
counterparts [21, 27, 31]. The crystal plasticity parameters for some ordinary materials can be
found in literature, such as aluminum [31], copper [21], iron (ferrite) [27], zinc [32], and silicon
[33]. Unfortunately, to the author’s knowledge, there are no crystal plasticity parameters available
for the present target material, W. This hampers modeling of the microscopic damage evolution
processes in W (as shown in Figure 1.1). Therefore, the primary motivation of this work is to
determine the crystal plasticity parameters for W and further investigate its local plastic
deformation behavior.
Indentation tests are useful tools for measuring the plasticity parameters of crystalline materials
[34-36]. Current technology allows indentation tests to be carried out with loads from hundreds of
N to a few pico N [37-39]. Therefore, it is possible to probe plastic deformation at different length
scales, i.e., from the macroscale down to the microscale. Owing to the relatively simple and lowcost procedure and to the possibility of application to a small sample, indentation tests have been
extensively employed in estimating the mechanical properties of materials. However, the analysis
of indentation results can be complex, since the relation between indentation measurements (such
as load-displacement curves) and the plastic parameters of materials is not simple, due to the highly
non-homogeneous stress and deformation fields under the indenter. The involved large
displacements also induce strong nonlinearities, which make it more complicated to evaluate the
indentation test data [40].
As a consequence, semi-empirical analysis and numerical methods have received extensive
attention in the evaluation of indentation data, aiming at understanding what an indentation test
measures. Oliver and Pharr proposed a semi-empirical method for obtaining material properties
(elastic modulus, hardness, etc.) from the corresponding load-displacement curves for isotropic
materials [41]. Another common approach is to apply numerical methods, such as finite element
modeling (FEM) and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, combined with experiments to
investigate the indentation-related material properties and phenomena (fracture, dislocation
nucleation, microstructure evolution, etc.) [42-44].
Numerical simulation of indentation tests using CPFEM has attracted a considerable amount of
attention over the last two decades [32, 45, 46]. An important aspect of such indentation tests is the
possibility that material properties and deformation processes in the bulk of material can be related
to measured load-displacement curves and surface deformation phenomena, such as pile-up/sink-in
(as shown in Figure 2.2). Many investigations were performed to reveal the effect of indenter shape
[47, 48], crystal orientation [48, 49], slip systems [50] and material parameters [51, 52] on surface
deformation phenomena (pile-up/sink-in). The microstructural evolution under the indenter, like
lattice rotations and the development of microtextures, was carefully examined for copper single
4
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crystals [44, 49, 53]. Crystal plasticity parameters, which are commonly extracted from the stressstress curves of uniaxial tensile/compressive tests [21, 27, 31], have been placed on a more solid
theoretical ground by adopting indentation tests, since the detailed comprehension of surface
deformation, microstructural evolution, the 3D stress-strain state and material anisotropy might
render parameters extraction more detailed and robust. In addition, an enhanced understanding of
indentation mechanics enables one to extract a larger spectrum of constitutive material parameters
[54] and obtain plastic flow anisotropy [55], residual stress [56] and microscale damage effects [33]
at a more quantitative scale than before.
Indentation tests on W have also attracted considerable interest in recent years. The hardness
and elastic modulus of W were measured by nanoindentation tests [57-60]. The effects of elastic inplane stress on contact deformation for SCW were studied by nanoindentation tests [61].
Indentation tests on W were also able to detect the creep and yield behavior under contact [62-65].
To date, however, a systematic study of the crystal plasticity of W by indentation, and specifically
indentation with different indenters, has not yet been reported. The goal of the current research is to
carry out such an investigation using micro and nanoindentation tests and crystal plasticity finite
element modeling (CPFEM).
The investigation of surface deformation under an indenter has been boosted by the
development of advanced methods of microscopy along with image processing and visualization
[35, 44, 45, 47, 48, 51]. In this thesis, the surface deformation of single crystal tungsten (SCW)
under different indenters (spherical indenter and Berkovich indenter) is carefully examined by both
experimental image tools and numerical simulations. The spherical indenter is used to avoid
symmetries different from those of the crystals, since a spherical indenter generates contact loads
with circular symmetry, and any asymmetry in the surface deformation pattern can be attributed to
plastic anisotropy of the crystals [47, 48, 53, 66]. A three-sided Berkovich nanoindenter is also
adopted in the present work to probe material properties of SCW in the very near surface layer.
Due to the nonaxisymmetric feature of the Berkovich indenter, its symmetry does not necessarily
coincide with that of the crystal. It is of interest to know how the indenter’s shape influences the
surface deformation.
In the present work, extensive CPFEM simulations of the indentation tests are performed on
three well-defined crystallographic planes: (1 0 0), (11 0), and (111) of SCW. Experimental
indentation tests are also conducted on the three crystallographic planes with two different
indenters. The effects of crystallographic orientation on the load-displacement curves, surface
profiles and indentation hardness are examined experimentally and numerically. The effects of
contact friction, indentation depth, active slip systems and misorientations are also inspected in
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detail by simulations. The numerical results are compared to the available experimental
measurements.

1.2 Structure of the thesis
The next chapter introduces the instrumented indentation test, including the microindentation
tests using a spherical indenter and the nanoindentation test employing a Berkovich indenter. The
open questions concerning the indentation study of SCW are also presented in this chapter.
The crystal plasticity finite element modeling (CPFEM) will be presented in chapter 3,
including the theoretical background and numerical implementation of crystal plasticity (CP) and
the FEM model for indentation with different indenters. The material parameters included in the
CP model are determined by fitting the numerical results to the experimental measurements.
The experimental procedures are presented in chapter 4, including material preparation,
indentation tests with different indenters and post-indentation measurements of the surface profiles
and crystal orientations.
Chapter 5 gathers all of the results from the indentation with two indenters for both experiment
and simulation. For spherical indentation, the experimental results such as the load-displacement
curves, surface profiles and indentation hardness are compared to their numerical counterparts. For
Berkovich indentation, experimental load-displacement curves and indentation hardness are
compared to simulation. Extensive CPFEM simulations are performed to investigate the effect of
crystal orientation, indentation depth, contact friction, active slip systems and misorientations on
the plastic behavior of SCW under different indenters. These results are discussed in chapter 6.
Chapter 7 treats the effect of deuterium plasma irradiation on the local plastic deformation of
SCW, which was investigated by nanoindentation tests. In this chapter, particular attention is paid
to the indentation-induced pop-in behavior.
Lastly, the experimental and numerical results with regard to the open questions of chapter 2
will be presented as a summary for the thesis in chapter 8.
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For a long time indentation tests have been employed as a practical, nearly non-destructive
methodology for material characterization. Many instrumented indentation test systems can be
generalized as the schematic illustration shown in Figure 2.1(a). In a typical test, load is applied to
an indenter that is in contact with the surface of the sample. Load and displacement of the indenter
are recorded as the load is applied from zero to some maximum and then from maximum load back
to zero. Figure 2.1(b) shows the typical load-displacement curves from the indentation test. If
plastic deformation occurs, then there is a residual imprint left in the surface of the sample, see
Figure 2.1(c).
(a)

(b)

a

(c)

Figure 2.1. (a) Schematic illustration of an instrumented indentation test system. (b) Typical
load-displacement curve from indentation test. (c) Residual imprint left by indenter.

7
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The technique was initially conceived for measuring the hardness of materials by dividing the
maximum load applied during the indentation with the extension of the residual imprint produced
on the surface of the sample. A distinctive feature of the indentation test is that the material around
the indenter tends to deform upwards or downwards with respect to the original surface (see Figure
2.2, redrawn after Ref.[67]). This behavior results in pile-up or sink-in of material around the
contact area. The difference is related to the material plastic flow characteristic: low strain
hardening materials show pile-up, high strain hardening materials show sink-in [40]. Such surface
deformation behavior influence hardness measurements, as the true contact area between the
indenter and the sample increases in the case where pile-up dominates, and decreases when sink-in
occurs.

Figure 2.2. Schematic of sink-in and pile-up of material around spherical indenters. hmax is the
maximum indentation depth, which is the distance between original surface and deformed surface.
hc and a are the contact depth and radius.
This relatively simple and low-cost procedure, with the possibility for it to be applied on a
small sample, and it’s characteristic to be a non-destructive test, applicable also on in-service
components, are some reasons for the popularity of the hardness test for material qualification.
Moreover, during the last decades, with the significant improvements of the instrumented
indentation devices coupled with the overwhelming need for material characterization at
micro/nano-scale have driven numerous researchers further to explore the extraction of more
material properties from indentation tests.
The use of indentation method for mechanical testing is also attractive for irradiated materials
[37, 68]. There are two main reasons for applying indentation tests on irradiated materials [69]:
firstly, only small volumes can be irradiated at high doses due to the limitation of space in the
irradiation facilities, and indentation testing can be performed on these small specimens; secondly,
standard mechanical tests like charpy-type impact and tensile test need standard specimen sizes
which is technically impossible to machine from components like tubes or grids that are irradiated
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in-service. Indentation test can be performed on non-standard small specimens which require little
machining.
Clearly, the main purpose of indentation test on materials is the quantitative assessment of the
mechanical properties such as hardness, Young’s modulus, and so on. According to the method
proposed by Oliver and Pharr [41] hardness and Young’s modulus can be directly obtained from
the indentation curve. If the objective is to obtain mechanical properties characteristic of nonlinear
mechanical behavior, like yield stress, hardening exponent and coefficient, tangent modulus, creep
parameters and so on, a finite element modeling (FEM) of the indentation process must be
performed to solve a reverse problem, i.e., the determination of such parameters for an assumed
nonlinear constitutive law combining stress and strain. A certain constitutive law which allows the
proper characterization of the deformation behavior of the material is assumed for the simulation.
An initial estimate of the parameters in the constitutive equation leads to a first FEM run which
results in a predicted load-displacement curve that can be compared with the experimental one.
This is followed by an iterative procedure during which the parameters are adjusted so that, in the
end, both curves match as closely as possible.

2.1 Spherical indentation test
Although it has been more than a century since Brinell performed the indentation tests with
spherical and smooth balls from ball bearings as indenters to measure the plastic properties of
materials [70], most of the work with spherical indenters was limited to bulk hardness testing. It
was also appreciated for a long time that the potential of obtaining a stress-strain curve by using a
spherical indenter, however, the technique did not catch on partly because of the ease in which a
stress-strain curve can be obtained from well-established uniaxial tension or compression tests.
Unfortunately, for studying the mechanical properties of thin surface layers and small volumes of
individual material phases, uniaxial tension or compression tests are not possible or at least very
difficult to perform. However, thin films and surface layer and small volume materials are fairly
important for better stability of micro/nano devices and, moreover, better understanding of the
micromechanisms of deformation behavior in materials.
Material deformation during spherical indentation can be divided into the three regimes [70] as
shown in Figure 2.3: elastic, elastic-plastic, and fully plastic. For the initial elastic regime, the mean
contact pressure, as well as the average strain beneath the indenter, increases linearly with the
square root of the indentation load [70]. As the mean contact pressure reaches the elastic limit, the
plastic zone will develop beneath the indenter and the deformation enters the elastic-plastic regime
as shown in Figure 2.3(b). The mean contact pressure increases slightly due to work hardening
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after the plastic zone expands towards the surface of the specimen. This increase makes it possible
to derive the plastic flow properties of the material in the fully plastic regime by the spherical
indentation technique.

Figure 2.3. Schematic representation of plastic zone expansion during ball indentation: (a)
elastic, (b) elastic–plastic, and (c) fully plastic regimes. (redrawn after Ref.[70])
Based on the material constitutive laws proposed by researchers, many analysis methods have
been developed to determine the stress-strain relationship from spherical indentation in the last
decades [71-75]. The power law hardening model has been widely employed in extracting stressstrain relationship from spherical indentation. Denoting the specimen Young’s modulus by E and
yield stress by σy, without losing generality, the uniaxial stress-strain (    ) curve of a stress-free
solid can be expressed in a power law form (Figure 2.4) [75]:

  E
  K

(   y ),
np

1 n p

(   y ), K  E p  y
n

,

(2.1)

where np is the work hardening exponent. When np is zero, Eq. (2.1) reduces to elastic-perfectly
plastic material. For most metals np is between 0.1 and 0.5 [76].
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Figure 2.4. Schematic of the uniaxial stress-strain (    ) curve of a stress-free power law
hardening solid.  r and  r denote the representative stress and strain.
In a pioneering work of the spherical indentation, Meyer [77] proposed an empirical power
relationship to correlate the load to the radius (a) of the imprint:

L  K  am ,

(2.2)

where K and m are material properties. The Meyer’s exponent m is found to be related to the work
hardening exponent np, which is used to define the true stress-true strain curve in the plastic region
by means of a power law relationship, see Eq. (2.1). The following simple empirical relationship:

m  np  2 ,

(2.3)

was proved to be appropriate for many materials when indentation was deep enough to generate a
fully plastic regime under the indenter [40].
A complete physical description of the material deformation during the indentation process was
introduced by Tabor [70]. Assuming that the material embedding the indenter is completely in the
plastic regime, he obtained a correlation between the stress-strain (σ-ε) curve and the spherical
indentation parameters:

  Pm 3
  0.2a Rball ,

(2.4)

where Pm is the mean pressure beneath the indenter in the fully plastic regime, a is the radius of the
residual imprint and Rball is the indenter radius. The Tabor’s relationship has been widely accepted
as a basis to develop relations between stress-strain and indentation parameters. Alcala et al. [78]
calculated Young’s modulus E within an elastic regime and estimated the yield stress and work
hardening exponent in the fully plastic regime using a spherical indenter. Herbert et al. [79]
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established an engineering estimation of Young’s modulus and the yield stress for aluminum alloy
by using Tabor’s relationship.
Due to complications intrinsic to the indentation test, the application of empirical formulation,
which was developed to correlate material properties with the indentation response, is limited. New
methods have been carried out based on finite element analysis thanks to rapid advances in
computational mechanics within the last decades. Very sophisticated commercial codes like
ABAQUS, ANSYS, MSC-NASTRAN, and MARC have been used to model highly non-linear
processes in indentation tests [49, 80-82]. The application of large scale finite element analysis
based on incremental plasticity theory and the finite deformation formulations make FEM suitable
to solve the complicated problems for indentation. The development of a robust method to
determine the stress-strain relationships of materials by spherical indentation tests is still a
fundamental issue.
Taljat et al. [71] derived the stress-strain curves by spherical indentation tests and FE analysis.
They defined stress and strain at maximum and minimum strain points to obtain a wide range of
stress-strain curves. In their method, an accurate measure of the actual indentation contact radius
was important in obtaining a stress-strain curve. Thus, the effect of pile-up and sink-in on the actual
contact radius was evaluated. Ahn and Kwon [72] obtained the plastic flow properties of various
steels by relating the effective strain and the effective stress, which were defined as the averaged
true strain and the averaged true stress beneath the indenter. The flow properties deduced from
indentation load-displacement curves were in good agreement with those measured by a tensile test.
Their method also considered the effect of pile-up and sink-in on extracting contact radius from the
load-displacement curves. Cao and Lu [73] proposed a finite element approach coupled with
dimensional analysis to extract the plastic properties of metallic materials from the loaddisplacement curves. The representative strain  r (as illustrated in Figure 2.4) as defined in [74]
for conical indentation was extended to spherical indentation, and identified as the function of the
ratio of the indentation depth to indenter radius. The extension led to a simple and explicit
expression of the relationship between the ratio of the indentation load to the square of the indenter
displacement, the reduced Young’s modulus as defined in Eq. (2.10) and the representative stress.
The reverse approach based on FEM and dimensional analysis was used to determine the plastic
properties of metal materials with 65  E  y  700 and 0  n p  0.5 . However, as pointed out
by Zhao et al., [75] the property range above excludes many important metals and alloys like
copper ( E  y  2067 ), aluminum ( E  y  1725 ) and mild steel ( E  y  909 ) etc. Therefore,
the application of the method developed by Cao and Lu [73] was limited.
To develop a robust method to determine the stress-strain curves for materials from a wider
range of mechanical properties, Zhao et al. [75] proposed a novel approach based on a new
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definition of the representative strain and extensive FEM simulations. Two dimensionless functions
were established to relate explicitly the indentation behaviors with material properties. They
studied a wide range of material properties which included almost all the power law hardening
materials. Based on the dimensionless functions, the reverse analysis agrees well with the input
data used in numerical simulations and spherical indentation tests found in the literature. It should
be pointed out that the new method did not require the measurement of the contact radius which
was mandatory in many other studies [71, 72, 83]. The accurate measurement of the contact radius
is not practical in most experiments because it can be affected by pile-up or sink-in which is related
to the material plastic flow characteristic. In this article, the applicability of the representative strain
in spherical indentation was also discussed and a new definition of the representative strain was
employed to simplify the numerical analysis.
It should be noted that the aforementioned methods are based on the power law hardening
model which has only three independent material parameters, i.e., Young’s modulus, strain
hardening exponent and yield stress, to be identified. There are more material parameters that have
to be derived from spherical indentation in the case that other constitutive models are needed to
characterize material behavior. For example, the material behaviors can be characterized by a
nonlinear isotropic/ kinematic hardening model when it is subjected to cyclic loading conditions.
New methods are needed for extracting material parameters included in the nonlinear
isotropic/kinematic hardening model.
Unlike the power law hardening model, which has only two dimensionless mechanical
properties (σy/E, np) and the reverse problem can be reduced to a unique solution given in the form
of a polynomial fit to a reverse function derived from FEM and dimensionless functions, there are
much more material parameters included in the nonlinear isotropic/kinematic hardening model [84],
which indicates it would not be so easy to derive an explicit representation of the desired reverse
function, determining these material parameters from the measured load-displacement curves. The
artificial neural networks (ANN) allow analysis of the available information, which is hidden in the
finite element results. Huber et al. [85-87] developed the method of combining the FEM and ANN
to identify the material parameters of the nonlinear isotropic/kinematic hardening constitutive
models from spherical indentation experiments, which can be directly used to assess the
mechanical properties of bulk metals and thin metal films. The stress-strain curves determined by
FEM and ANN approach agreed well with those obtained from the tensile tests. The method was
robust against most error sources, such as surface roughness, coarse grain structure, and anisotropy,
if a sufficient number of experiments was available.
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2.2 Berkovich indentation test
Characterization of the intrinsic mechanical properties of materials has become more difficult
and complicated as many testing techniques have developed to an ever smaller scale.
Nanoindentation tests have been widely used to measure mechanical properties at a sub-micro scale.
There are a variety of tip geometries like Berkovich, Vickers, cube corner and spherical that are
available for nanoindentation. Although the spherical indenter is well suited for the examination of
power law hardening materials, it is very difficult to machine a precise sphere with a diameter of
less than 100 µm. Therefore, the application of the spherical indenter in nanoindentation has been
limited. Three-sided Berkovich diamond indenter is the most frequently used nanoindenter because
it is easier to grind diamond to a sharp point.
Figure 2.5 shows the typical load-displacement curves of a homogeneous elastic-plastic
material indented by a Berkovich indenter. The loading curve is considered to obey Kick’s law,

P  kh 2 , where k depends on the material parameters. The two mechanical properties measured
most frequently using Berkovich nanoindentation tests are the hardness, H, and the Young’s
modulus, E, this has been a well established technique since the 1990s [41].

Figure 2.5. Schematic of the load-displacement curve of a homogeneous elastic-plastic material
from Berkovich indentation test.
Nanoindentation hardness is defined as the ratio between the maximum indentation load Pmax
and the projected contact area of the indentation, Ap :

H

Pmax
.
Ap

(2.5)

The determination of the projected contact area is of importance for accurate estimation of the
hardness and even Young’s modulus. It can either be obtained from the residual imprint using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or atomic force microscopy (AFM) after unloading, or can be
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estimated from the load-displacement curves via analytical relationships. The latter approach
begins with the calculation of contact depth [41],

hc  hmax  

Pmax
,
S

(2.6)

where hmax is the maximum depth under the maximum load Pmax ,  is a tip-dependent geometry
factor which is equal to 0.75 for a Berkovich indenter, and S is the unloading stiffness which can
be evaluated from a power law fitting function of the unloading curve [41],

P  B(h  hr ) ;
 dP 
S 
 B (hmax  hr ) 1 ,

 dh  h  hmax

(2.7)

where B and  are empirically determined fitting parameters, hr is the residual depth of the
imprint after unloading.
For a perfect sharp Berkovich indenter, the projected contact area is a function of the contact
depth, Ap  24.5hc2 , however, indenters used in practical testing are not ideally sharp. Hence, real
area function of the tip need to be calibrated, using a series of indentations made on fused quartz at
depth of interest. The calibration leads to the following equation:

Ap  24.5hc2  C1hc1  C2 hc1 2  C3hc1 4    C8 hc1 128 ,

(2.8)

where C1 through C8 are constants. The lead term describes a perfect Berkovich indenter; the
others describe deviations from the Berkovich geometry due to the blunting of the tip [41].
The Young’s modulus of the indented materials can be determined from the initial unloading

 dP 
, i.e., the slope of the initial portion of the unloading curve.

 dh  h  hmax

contact stiffness, S  

According to Oliver et al. [41], the elastic modulus can be related to contact stiffness and the
projected contact area through

Er 

S
2c


,
Ap

(2.9)

where  c is a correction factor and Er is the reduced modulus defined as
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1 1  i2 1  2


,
Er
Ei
E

(2.10)

where Ei and E are the elastic modulus of the diamond indenter and the indented material,
respectively;  i and  are Poisson’s ratios of the diamond and the indented material, respectively.
The above analysis for extracting hardness and Young’ modulus from nanoindentation is based
on an elastic solution and works well for materials exhibiting sink-in around the indenter. This
method can underestimate the true projected contact area if the indented material shows pile-up due
to a low ratio of the yield stress to elastic modulus and little or no capacity for work hardening [88].
Therefore, this leads to an overestimation of the hardness and Young’s modulus. The pile-up error
generally increases with an increasing indentation depth [89].
Due to this limitation of the above mentioned method in deriving material properties from
nanoindentation, the scientific community has become increasingly interested in numerical
simulation of the indentation test with finite element modeling (FEM). Plenty of investigators have
studied the indentation process using the numerical approaches of FEM [90-92]. Mathematical
formulations derived from extensive FEM and dimensional analysis have been used to solve the
“forward problem”, i.e., prediction of load-displacement curves (Figure 2.5) using known elasticplastic parameters (Figure 2.4) as input. Following this, an explicit methodology has been
developed for extracting elastic-plastic parameters from the load-displacement curves (the “reverse
problem”).
Dao et al. [74] created a complete set of explicit analytical functions to solve the reverse
problem. FEM in connection to experiments on aluminum alloys have been used to develop a
forward and reverse analysis of sharp indentations on metals. The indentations with a Vickers or a
Berkovich indenter were characterized by dimensionless functions. Their method yielded accurate
estimates of Young’s modulus E and the representative stress  0.033 , and gave reasonable estimates
of  y (especially after taking an average from the six experimental results) which agree well with
experimental compression data. However, their analysis was less precise for determination of the
strain hardening exponent np. For a value of np = 0.08 obtained with the tensile test, this method
gave a mean value of 0.104 with values ranging from 0 to 0.298. Even if the mean value showed a
good estimate of the expected value, the errors were high and at least six experimental curves were
required on the same material.
Bucaille et al. [93] suggested an extension of Dao’s approach by taking friction and indenter
geometry into account. Four conical indenters with different apex angles (70.3°, 60°, 50° and 42.3°)
were used to indent on elastic-plastic material by FEM. Dimensionless functions relating the
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characteristic parameters of the loading curve in indentation to the elastic-plastic parameters of
metals were constructed for each indenter geometry, and have been generalized for any apex angle.
It was found that friction had a significant effect on the normal force measured on tips having apex
angles lower or equal to 50°. They also showed that the use of a second indenter with an apex angle
lower than 70.3° allowed greater accuracy in the determination of the strain hardening exponent np,
and the sharper the indenter, the better the accuracy for np.
These methods need extensive FEM and dimensional analysis when considering only the loaddisplacement curves from indentations. However, the accuracy of the determined parameters is
doubtful according to Capehart and Cheng [94]. They point out that the load-displacement curves
are rather insensitive to strain hardening parameters; for instance, 1% noise levels precluded the
accurate determination of the strain hardening parameters based on a single load-displacement
curve. A second indenter with a sharp tip would improve the accuracy of the determined strain
hardening exponent. To obtain more accurate results, the parameter identification method proposed
by Bocciarelli et al. [95-97] employs surface deformation profiles obtained from the scanning of
the residual imprints (via atomic force microscopy or surface profilometer, depending on the
imprint size) as an additional information source to the traditional load-displacement curves. It was
found that the reverse analysis method which used both kinds of data for parameter identification
produced satisfactory results in terms of accuracy, robustness and the number of identifiable
parameters (more complicated constitutive models with more material parameters need to be
identified).

2.3 Open questions
Indentation into single-crystalline materials has also attracted increasing interest in the
experiments and simulations in recent years [52, 98-100]. Some results have been reported on the
investigations of anisotropy associated with nanoindentation of a single crystal in different
crystallographic orientations [51, 55, 60, 101]. Considerable attention has also been devoted to the
CPFEM simulations of indentation on single crystals [32, 45, 46]. To study the crystal plasticity of
SCW through indentation tests, many challenges associated with realizing this vision
experimentally and numerically still need to be resolved:
1. Is it possible to obtain the necessary material parameters for the crystal plasticity model,
so that its numerical results are in good agreement with indentation experiments?
Although the crystal plasticity model has been developed and applied to simulate indentation
test on single crystals, there is no systematic investigation on how to obtain the material
parameters needed for the model. Hence, the agreement between numerical and experimental
17
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results is still not satisfactory. For instance, Wang et al. [49] obtained a very bad
correspondence between experimental and numerical load-displacement curves even if the
simulations are artificially calibrated with the help of the experimental results; Liu et al. [51,
55] presented a good overall agreement between the experimental and numerical results but
their simulated load-displacement curves are not as smooth as the experimental curves. Apart
from the load-displacement curves, surface profiles (pile-ups) which are very useful
information for extracting material parameters and studying the indentation behavior, have
not been investigated quantitatively. To the author’s knowledge, dimensional analysis, which
is widely used for extracting material parameters of the power law constitutive material
model, has not been applied to identify material parameters from the crystal plasticity model.
The challenge is that the material parameters in crystal plasticity are too numerous to be
identified by dimensional analysis. New approaches to obtain the best-fit numerical loaddisplacement curves are presented in chapter 3, from which the desired material parameters
for the crystal plasticity model are extracted. Surface profiles are quantitatively assessed for
material parameters identification, as exhibited in section 3.2.
2. How and to what extent is the indentation behavior affected by various factors, such as
indentation depth, contact friction, active slip systems and misorientations?
The identified material parameters are highly dependent on the experimental loaddisplacement curves and surface profiles, which can be affected by various factors, such as
indentation depth, contact friction, active slip systems and misorientations. Therefore, the
influence of these factors is carefully examined to validate the robustness of the identified
parameters. On the other hand, extensive CPFEM studies of these factors provide abundant
information concerning the crystal plasticity of SCW under different conditions, such as the
titled crystal orientation and sample surface, with respect to the indentation direction.
3. Does deuterium plasma irradiation have an effect on the crystal plasticity of SCW?
There are numerous publications focused on the deuterium retention in W following
deuterium plasma irradiation (e.g. [102-105]); however, to the author’s knowledge, none of
them consider the effect of deuterium on the crystal plasticity of W. To understand the
microscopic damages shown in Figure 1.1, the effect of deuterium irradiation on crystal
plasticity has to be clarified. Due to the limited thickness of the layer that can be rich in
deuterium after irradiation (up to several µm), nanoindentation with a Berkovich indenter is
used to reveal whether the crystal plasticity is affected by deuterium plasma irradiation.
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In this chapter, a brief overview of the crystal plasticity (CP) theory is presented. Furthermore,
crystal plasticity finite element modeling (CPFEM) will be applied to simulate indentation with
different indenters. The determination of the material parameters for CP constitutive model will be
performed separately for different indenters.

3.1 Crystal plasticity framework
3.1.1 Crystal slip
For crystalline materials, plastic deformation generally takes the form of crystalline slip with
dislocations gliding along specific crystallographic planes in a specific crystallographic direction
[106]. In Figure 3.1, a picture of a deformed SCW surface illustrates the localized slip bands
feature which is the evidence for crystal slip being the origin of plasticity. The sample has been
loaded in uniaxial tension. As the specimens deforms, plastic slip occurs when the resolved shear
stress onto a crystallographic plane in the slip direction reaches a critical value. The slip plane and
its slip direction form a slip system, which tend to be the most densely packed planes and the
directions in which the atoms are packed closest together. Depending on the type of lattice,
different slip systems are observed in the material.

Figure 3.1. Localized shear slip band by uniaxial tension of SCW [107].
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In face-centered cubic (fcc) materials, the most densely packed planes are {111} and the most
densely packed directions are  11 0  . There is no doubt that the slip systems for fcc crystals are

{111}  11 0  which contain a full family of the 12 slip systems and referred to as one set of slip
systems [108]. For body-centered cubic (bcc) crystals, however, the most densely packed planes
are not unique but there are several planes have similar density of packing, such as planes {11 0} ,

{11 2} , and {1 2 3} [109]. Nevertheless, there is consensus on the most densely packed  111 
directions as the slip directions, i.e., [111] , [1 11] , [1 1 1] , and [11 1] -direction [107]. Thus, there
are three families of slip systems that could be operative for bcc crystals: {11 0}  111  ,

{11 2}  111  , and {1 2 3}  111  . The particular slip systems observed in bcc crystals are
shown in Figure 3.2. A bcc crystal has a total number of 48 slip systems, out of which, 12 slip
systems are from {11 0}  111  slip family, 12 are from {11 2}  111  slip family, and 24 are
from {1 2 3}  111  slip family. The slip systems in the same family are also called one set of slip
systems; therefore, there are three sets of slip systems for bcc crystals.

Figure 3.2. Illustration of particular slip systems in bcc crystal. (redrawn after Ref. [110])

3.1.2 Constitutive formulation
The crystal plasticity model describes plastic deformation processes by taking account of
dislocations gliding along the corresponding slip systems. The slip systems are determined by two
vectors, the unit normal to the slip plane m and the unit vector s in the slip plane along the slip
direction. The mathematical formulation of the kinematics of the crystal plasticity model used in
this work is from Peirce et al. [111, 112]. Only a brief overview of it will be presented here. More
details about formulating of elastic-plastic single crystal deformation refer to the general
framework of Hill [113, 114] and Rice [115, 116]. An outline of the formulation is given in the
following.
A mathematical description of the kinetics and constitutive relations usually starts with the
computation of the velocity gradient L   v x  which can be expressed as
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L  F  F 1 ,

(3.1)

where F is the total deformation gradient , and it can be decomposed into

F  F*  F p ,

(3.2)

where F p denotes plastic shear deformation of the material caused by slip motion of its active slip
systems, and where F * denotes deformation gradients due to both elastic stretching and rotation
of the lattice. It is assumed that the elastic properties are unaffected by plastic slip. The plastic
deformation F p is described by

F p  Lp  F p ,

(3.3)

with Lp being the plastic flow rate, which can be determined by

Lp    s m ,

(3.4)



where  is the shearing rate of slip system  , and unit vectors s and m are the slip direction
and normal to slip plane in the reference configuration, respectively. The shearing rate on each slip
system depends on the resolved shear stress   and the strength of that slip system g  and it is
formulated as
n


  a
sign   ,

g




 

(3.5)

in which the constant a  is the reference value of the strain rate on slip system  and n is the


strain rate sensitivity exponent. In Eq. (3.5) the ratio   1 since the flow stress of a deforming
g
elastic-plastic material cannot exceed the yield strength, i.e., the flow stress will either be inside the
yield surface or on the yield surface. When the strain rate sensitivity exponent n   this power
law approaches that of a rate-independent material. The reason is as n increases the shearing rate

 will becomes constant (equal to a  ), since the ratio of resolved shear stress to current strength


of slip system  is equal to 1, i.e.,   1 . For the case when the value of this ratio is less than 1
g
the larger value of n the smaller of  . There will be almost no slip in the slip system  when n
is large enough. This can be used to specify the constant slip rate for the case when constant
loading is demanded in the simulation.
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The strength of slip system g  characterizes the strain hardening. The strain hardening is
determined by the following evolution law:

g    h   ,


(3.6)

where h are the slip hardening matrix. Here h and h (    ) stand for self and latent
hardening moduli. In this formulation, there is no explicit yielding; if the resolved shear stress on a
system is non-zero, then plastic shearing occurs. However, for large values of the strain rate
sensitivity exponent n ( n  50 ) the plastic shearing rate on slip systems with a resolved shear
stress less than  0 is exceedingly small.
The self hardening modulus formed by Peirce, Asaro and Needleman [111] as

h  h     h0 sech 2

h0
,
 s  0

(3.7)

where h0 is the initial hardening modulus,  0 is for the initial critical resolved shear stress of the
slip system,  s is the saturation stress, and  is the cumulative shear strain on all slip systems:

     dt .
t



0

(3.8)

The latent hardening modulus is given by

h  qh   

    ,

(3.9)

where q ( 1  q  1.4 ) is the latent hardening parameter describing the ratio of non-coplanar
hardening to coplanar hardening.
The self hardening modulus in Eq. (3.7) is based on the single slip law

 h 
 ( )   0  ( s   0 ) tanh  0  ,
  s  0 

(3.10)

where  ( ) is the current value of the resolved shear stress in single slip. Figure 3.3 shows
resolved shear stress  as a function of shear strain while different values of the initial hardening
modulus h0 , the initial critical resolved shear stress of slip system  0 , and the saturation stress  s
are put into Eq. (3.10).
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Figure 3.3. Plot of resolved shear stress  vs shear strain  according to Eq. (3.10).
The squared hyperbolic secant function in Eq. (3.7) has such a mathematical property that the
hardening modulus is maxima at the moment of initial yielding and decreases rapidly in the course
of plastic straining. This function can reproduce the typical form of shear stress-shear strain curves
of single crystals tungsten observed experimentally for (110) [ 1 11] and (111) [ 2 11] slip systems
subjected to quasi-static shear loads as reported in the shear test experiment by Chiem et al. [117].
A peculiar feature found in this test data was that the shear stress-shear strain curves exhibited no
distinct stage I regime of easy glide but displayed substantial and extensive hardening after yield
indicating dislocation interactions in stage II from the beginning (Typical shear stress - shear strain
curve that shows three stages of macroscopic deformation of crystalline material can be found in
[118].). The hardening lasted up to 10 or 20% of shear strain with a continuously decreasing
hardening rate and finally ended up in a saturated state. Such behavior deviates from those of fcc
crystals or some bcc crystals like niobium [119, 120]. According to Hsiung such anomalous slip
behavior in a bcc crystal (Mo) was caused by the non-Schmid effect, that is, there are multiple
coplanar slip systems which are cooperative with the primary slip systems even though their
Schmid factor values are smaller than that of primary systems [121]. The concomitant coplanar
dual slip on a common slip plane was proven to be caused by cooperative multiplication and
reaction of two kinds of coplanar screw dislocations leading to cross slip and premature work
hardening. Although Eq. (3.7) was originally formulated for stage I hardening, its mathematical
property allows it to describe the hardening by anomalous slip as in the present case. There are a
few alternative versions offering better phenomenological description for distinct stage II or stage
III deformation. Examples are the models of Bassani-Wu and Boyle which have been tested mostly
for Cu and Nb crystals [118, 120, 122, 123].
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The above mentioned formulations with rates must be integrated with respect to time to solve
problems with the CP theory, i.e., stress and strain rates have to be integrated to generate stresses
and strains. Two time integration schemes are used for the numerical implementation of the CP
model into FEM. The first one assumes a linear relation among the increments of stresses, strains,
shear strains, resolved shear stresses and current strength in slip systems. The second scheme
solves the nonlinear incremental equations by Newton-Rhapson iterative method. Details about the
implementation of these two schemes can be found in [124], where the mathematical formulations
of the constitutive relations of CP model were coded into FEM as UMAT for ABAQUS. The
UMAT can be used for bcc as well as for fcc materials.

3.2 Finite element simulation for spherical indentation
3.2.1 Finite element modeling
Three-dimensional (3D) FEM indentation models for the corresponding crystallographic planes
of SCW were constructed using commercial finite element code ABAQUS/Standard 6.8 [125]. The
spherical indenter was modeled as an analytical rigid surface with a diameter of 500 µm being the
same size as in the experiment. The contact between the indenter and the substrate was modeled as
hard contact with friction and the coefficient of friction (COF) was considered as an input
parameter to be identified.
An important consideration for the simulation accuracy and efficiency was modeling the
indented substrate. According to the crystalline symmetry of tungsten, planes (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and

(111) have four-, two-, and three-fold rotational symmetry, respectively. Thus, the model size can
be reduced from the full size cylinder to partial ones as shown in Figure 3.4. Because of the
reflection symmetry within each rotational section, only one-eighth (45°), one-fourth (90°) and
one-sixth (60°) of the indented body are sufficient to represent the full models for the (1 0 0),

(11 0), and (1 1 1) plane indentation, respectively. To simplify the modeling process one-fourth of
the full cylinder substrate was used for (1 0 0) and (1 1 0) plane indentations and one-sixth was
used for (111) plane indentation. Due to the reduced model size and number of elements the
calculation time was substantially decreased.
The substrate was modeled as a partial cylinder with the radius R  1 mm and thickness

t  1 mm for general simulations. For special case studies like verifications of the FEM model
size in section 3.2.2 and a deeper indentation to investigate the depth dependence of the indentation
behavior, much larger substrate were adopted.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.4. FEM model: (a) Entire FEM domain of the full model. (b) One-sixth (60°) angular
sectional domain for indentation on the (1 1 1) plane. (c) One-fourth (90°) angular sectional domain
for indentation on the (1 0 0) and (1 1 0) planes. (d) Details of the mesh near the region of contact
(in view of cross section).
Three-dimensional linear brick and wedge elements (C3D8R and C3D6) were used to
discretize the cylinder substrate. The indenter was an analytical rigid body and no discretization
was necessary [125]. The FEM model contained 5628 elements and 6712 nodes for (1 1 1) plane
indentation (as shown in Figure 3.4(b)) while 8442 elements and 9571 nodes for (1 0 0) and (1 1 0)
plane indentations (as shown in Figure 3.4(c)). A refined mesh was generated in the contact area
directly underneath the indenter in order to obtain the accurate contact solution while a coarser
mesh was created in the remaining region to decrease the elements number in the model. The
importance of having an appropriate mesh density in the contact area will be proven in section
3.2.2. The size of the smallest element was about 0.68 µm (in circumference direction) and 3.9 µm
(in radial direction). Figure 3.4(d) shows the mesh in the vicinity underneath the indenter.
The direction of indentation was along the y-axis in the global coordinate system of ABAQUS.
For indentations on different crystallographic planes, the local coordinate system of the cubic
crystal structure was adjusted to the right position by changing the input parameters which were
introduced to describe the orientation of the local coordinate system in the global coordinate system.
Here, to indent on (1 0 0) plane, [1 0 0] direction in the local coordinate system was set parallel to
y-axis in the global coordinate system. Similarly, the indentations on (1 1 0) and (1 1 1) planes
were simulated by setting [1 1 0] and [1 1 1] directions parallel to y-axis, as shown in Figure 3.5.
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The indentation depth was controlled by the displacement of the reference point which was
created in order to move or rotate a rigid body in ABAQUS. The maximum indentation depth for
parameters identifications is ~ 24 µm which was derived from the experimental data after removing
the machine compliance for load-displacement curves.

Figure 3.5. Crystallographic planes (shaded area) of SCW and the corresponding directions in
local coordinate systems ( x c , y c , z c ) and in global coordinate system of ABAQUS ( x, y, z ).
The boundary conditions were applied as following:
The nodes on the bottom surface were constrained along the indentation direction but allowed
to move freely in the direction which is perpendicular to the direction that indenter was moving.
Two symmetric planes of the partial cylinder can only displace within their own planes. The
vertical displacement of the ball indenter is set as indentation depth up to the depth reached by
experiment.
The output of indentation results from simulations:
The indentation load can be acquired by outputting the reaction force at the reference point.
The contact area, as a function of indentation depth, can also be obtained by outputting the area
with a non-zero contact pressure. Thus the load-displacement curves can be obtained by combining
the outputs of reaction force and displacement of the reference point, while the contact areadisplacement curves were attained by combining the outputs of contact area and displacement of
the reference point. The numerical surface profiles of the indents were obtained by plotting the
vertical displacement of the surface nodes on cylinder substrate.
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3.2.2 Finite element model verification
In order to avoid numerical errors, comparative verification tests were carried out concerning
the dimension of the simulation cell geometry, mesh size, and the effect of sectioning of the
cylindrical volume.
Firstly, the dimension of the cylinder substrate was supposed to be large enough to neglect the
far-field effect of the tractions or constrains imposed at the boundaries. The sensitivity of loaddisplacement curves to the far-field effects was investigated by considering three different sizes of
cylinder substrates: 0.5 mm in radius and 0.5 mm in thickness; 1 mm in radius and 1 mm in
thickness; 2 mm in radius and 2 mm in thickness. From the results shown in Figure 3.6 it can be
observed that the size of the substrate with radius of 1 mm and thickness of 1 mm is sufficiently
large to simulate semi-infinite boundary conditions and the load-displacement curves are
insensitive to the far-field effects when the indentation depth is limited to 25 µm. Therefore a
cylinder substrate with 1 mm radius and 1 mm thickness is adopted for all 3D finite element
analysis with a maximum indentation depth less than 25 µm. Larger cylinder substrate would be
necessary in the event where indentation depth would go deeper than 25 µm.

Figure 3.6. Effect of model dimensions (radius R and thickness t) on the simulated loaddisplacement curves.
To investigate the sensitivity of mesh size on the convergence of the analysis, three mesh sizes:
namely, mesh_1, mesh_2, and mesh_3, with the element sizes of 7.8, 3.9, and 2.0 µm (all in radial
direction) were tested for the same model [(1 0 0) indentation] and the simulated load-displacement
and contact area-displacement curves were compared. As can be seen from Figure 3.7, in the case
of mesh_1 with the largest element size, oscillations with amplitude of several Newton are
observed in the load-displacement curve and even larger oscillations shown in the contact areadisplacement curve. For the smaller element sizes, as mesh_2 and mesh_3, it exhibits the same
basic features as in the case of the larger element size, but the amplitudes of the oscillations are
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much smaller. The simulated curves become smoother when smaller elements are adopted in the
contact area. However, the smaller the elements, the larger the number of elements contained in the
FEM model. Due to the limitation of the computers capacity, a compromise between efficiency and
accuracy of the simulation has to be drawn. Thus, mesh_2 is taken as the mesh strategy for all
following simulations in this work.

Figure 3.7. Convergence study of mesh size effect.
Concerning simulation accuracy and efficiency, a partial cylinder substrate was employed to
model the semi-infinite body of indented material. Boundary conditions for these models were
applied to ensure coincidence between the results from partial cylinder and entire cylinder
indentation. The simulated load-displacement curves and surface profiles from partial and entire
cylinder substrate for (1 0 0) plane indentation are shown in Figure 3.8. The numerical loaddisplacement curves and the surface profile from indentations on partial cylinder substrate agree
well with that from entire cylinder substrate, which indicates that the partial model, with proper
boundary conditions, can represent the entire model in simulation of indentations.
From the above verification process it can be concluded that the partial cylinder substrate
model with appropriate size and mesh density could be applied to simulate spherical indentation on
SCW. Based on the verified FEM model extensive simulations will be performed in the next
section to determine the input parameters for CP model.
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(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 3.8. Comparison of the numerical load-displacement curves and the surface profiles
(displacement of surface nodes in y -axis) produced from indentation on the angular section model
and the entire cylinder model of the (1 0 0) crystallographic plane. (a) Load-displacement curves.
(b) Surface profile from section model. (c) Surface profile from entire model.

3.2.3 Determination of input parameters
Establishing a model is the first important step, identifying its material parameters is the second
and usually more complicated one. The more advanced and sophisticated material models are, the
more parameters they encompass. From section 3.1.2 the material parameters used in the crystal
plasticity model are listed in two groups: elastic and plastic parameters. The plastic parameters
depend on activated slip systems and each slip system is associated with three types of plastic
parameters:


Two parameters for the viscoplasticity, n and a in Eq. (3.5);



Three parameters for self hardening, h0 ,  s , and  0 in Eq. (3.7);



One parameter for latent hardening, describing the interaction between different slip
systems, q in Eq. (3.9).

The purpose of this section is to determine these input parameters for our CPFEM. However, it
is very difficult and perhaps not practical to determine the entire 20 unknown constants (when all
three sets of slip systems of tungsten crystal are activated) which would be needed to define the
elastic-plastic behavior of single crystal materials, since their identification requires reverse
techniques, in which extensive numerical simulations are necessary and the more parameters to be
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identify, the more simulations that have to be performed. Instead, attention is focused on extracting
the key parameters of the material model, as well as taking advantages of well known conclusions
from literatures to reduce the number of unknown parameters.
Firstly, for the elastic parameters, the elastic modulus E and Poisson’s ratio  are applied
instead of the elastic constants c11 , c12 , and c 44 for cubic crystals since SCW is found to be
elastically isotropic [126, 127]. The elastic modulus E and Poisson’s ratio  of pure W are well
known as around 400 GPa and 0.28 [61, 127]. Therefore no determination is necessary for elastic
parameters and they are treated as well known values.
Secondly, the plastic parameters are reduced when less slip systems are activated. As reported
by Garfinkle et.al [128, 129] that only {11 0}  111  and {11 2}  111  slip systems are activated
in plastic deformation of SCW at room temperature. Therefore, two groups of plastic parameters
for these two activated slip systems have to be determined which count up to 12 constants. In the
further process to reduce the total number of independent material variables, an assumption is made
a priori: the plastic parameters h0 ,  s , and  0 for the two slip systems ( {11 0}  111  :

{11 2}  111  ) are selected to satisfy the ratio of 1:1.2 and this ratio is referred to as the slip
system strength ratio. Similar ratio has been applied to simulate W wire drawing process [130].
Figure 3.9(a)(b)(c) show the effect of the slip system strength ratio between the {11 0}  111 
and {11 2}  111  systems for the three surface orientations, indicating saturation at ratio values
of 1.2 and higher. Remembering that the experimental data [1] showing that the ratio of the
resolved shear yield stresses measured for the slip systems {11 0}  111  and {11 2}  111  is
roughly 1:1.2. Evidently, further increase in the strength of the secondary slip system

{11 2}  111  relative to the primary slip system {11 0}  111  would cause no change. Figure
3.9(d) shows the maximum surface pile-up height on the surfaces computed for the same range of
the slip system strength ratios. The pile up height response attained a fully saturated state at the
ratio of 1:1.5, but above 1.2 the maximum pile-up height takes on a nearly constant value.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3.9. Effect of the slip system strength ratio (secondary vs. primary) on the loaddisplacement curves and on the maximum pile-up height.
Therefore, the whole set of material parameters to be identified are strain rate sensitivity
exponent n , reference strain rate a , latent hardening parameter q , initial hardening modulus h0 ,
saturation stress  s , and initial critical resolved shear stress  0 . As mentioned in section 3.2.1, the
contact between indenter and substrate is frictional hard contact; hence, the coefficient of friction
(COF) has to be taken into account. The effect of COF on the load-displacement curves and
maximum pile-ups (as indicator of surface profiles) is investigated and the results shown in Figure
3.10 indicate that the maximum pile-ups can be obviously influenced by COF although the loaddisplacement curves are not affected. To take advantage of surface profiles into reverse fitting for
parameters identification, it is necessary to incorporate the COF as unknown input parameters f (it
is found to be 0.1 by parameter identification).
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Figure 3.10. Effect of COF on the load-displacement curves and the maximum pile-ups for
spherical indentation up to a maximum depth of ~ 24 µm.

In order to further reduce the number of parameters to be determined, parameter-sensitivity
tests are performed through CPFEM simulation. If certain parameters are incapable of causing
significant variation in numerical load-displacement curves or surface profiles, the fitting method
cannot be able to identify these parameters robustly. For all six parameters, a range of them are
tested and the resulting calculated load-displacement curves and maximum pile-ups are compared
with each other. It is found that parameters h0 ,  s , and  0 have more significant influence on the
simulated load-displacement curves than the other parameters, as shown in Figure 3.11(d)(e)(f). An
increase of 100% (from 1500 to 3000 MPa), 130% (from 380 to 880 MPa), and 80% (from 100 to
180 MPa) for h0 ,  s , and  0 results in deviation of the maximum load at about 25%, 40%, and
25%. To cause the comparable deviation of the maximum load, n has to increase by a factor of 5
(from 10 to 50) and a by a factor of 1000 (from 0.0001 to 0.1). The latent hardening parameter q
has no significant effect on load-displacement curves, as shown in Figure 3.11(c); therefore, it
cannot be determined by the fitting method used in this work. The maximum pile-ups with
variation of the plastic parameters are shown in Figure 3.12. It can be found that parameters h0 ,  s ,
and  0 also exhibit significant influence on the maximum pile-ups while n , a , and q show much
less effect. According to Zambaldi and Raabe [48], the primary meaning of the strain rate
sensitivity exponent n , and the reference strain rate a , is of a numerical nature rather than related
to mechanical properties, therefore, they are assumed constant. Thus, more efforts are made to find
the appropriate values of h0 ,  s , and  0 while n and q are taken from common literature values
for crystal plasticity finite element models [47, 49, 129, 131], as shown in Table 3.1. The literature
value for the reference strain rate a is 0.001, which is very close to the value determined from
Tabor’s relation (Appendix A).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 3.11. Effect of material parameters on the numerical load-displacement curves.
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Figure 3.12. Effect of material parameters on the maximum pile-up after unloading.
The determination of input parameters is generally a reverse problem which has been described
in section 2.1. Both traditional experimental information from the load-displacement curves
(monitored during the indentation test) and data obtained from the profiles of the residual imprints
(scanned after unloading) are gathered for identification of the input parameters. The loaddisplacement curves from simulations can be directly compared with experimental results and the
discrepancy between numerical and experimental curves is formulated as the first item to the right
side of the discrepancy function defined as Eq. (3.11). However, the comparison of surface profiles
is not as direct as that of load-displacement curves since the imprint profile data contain 3D
information. To simplify the calculation of the discrepancy between numerical and experimental
surface profiles, the section profiles along representative crystallographic directions are considered
instead of the whole mapping area by taking advantage of the symmetric feature of the imprints.
Figure 3.13 shows the illustration of surface profiles and the selection of representative
crystallographic directions as path for cross section profiles.
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Figure 3.13. Illustration of surface profiles of the residual imprints (shown above) and the
section profiles along representative crystallographic directions (shown below).
Therefore, the reverse problem in this work is formulated as the minimization, with respect to
the input parameters, of a function which quantifies the overall discrepancy between the
experimental results and the corresponding numerical data in load-displacement curves and the
selected section profiles of imprints. The discrepancy function is formulated as


 ( p) 



hmax

0

Lexp  Lsimu dh



hmax

0

Lexp dh





 max

0

U exp1  U simu1 d



 max

0

U exp1 d





 max

0

U exp 2  U simu2 d



 max

0

U exp 2 d

, (3.11)



where p represents the vector collecting the input parameters to identify; Lexp and Lsimu denote
the experimental and numerical load-displacement curves, respectively; U exp1 , U simu1 , U exp 2 , and

U simu 2 are section profiles from experiment and simulation and the subscripts 1 and 2 indicate
different paths, i.e., crystallographic direction [0 0 1] and [0 11] in plane (1 0 0) , along which the
cross section are taken;  max and  max are distances along the selected paths. Obviously, the



dependence of the calculated quantities Lsimu and U simu on the input parameters in vector p is
implicit through the CPFEM model. This indicates the objective function  is non-explicit and



generally non-convex and non-smooth function of p .



The minimization of the above objective function  ( p ) starts from a suitably chosen set of
initial input parameters, usually those expected on the basis of available literature data or previous
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experience. Appropriate values of the input parameters for plasticity in the CP constitutive relations
for the corresponding slip systems are obtained after multiple simulations to minimize the objective
function. If the minimization procedure is achieved for all three orientations, the parameters for the
CP model would be accepted for SCW, see Table 3.1 (the plastic parameters are for slip systems

{11 0}  111  ). As can be seen from Figure 5.2, a reasonably good agreement between the
experimental and numerical load-displacement curves for all three orientations is reached after
multiple trial runs.

Table 3.1. Parameters used in the crystal plasticity finite element simulations
Parameters

Physical meaning

Value

E

Elastic modulus (MPa)

400000



Poisson’s ratio

0.28

h0

Initial hardening modulus (MPa)

1350

s

Saturation stress (MPa)

780

0

Initial critical resolved shear stress (MPa)

170

n

Strain rate sensitivity exponent

20

a

Reference strain rate (/s)

0.001

q

Latent hardening parameter

1

3.3 Finite element simulation for Berkovich indentation
3.3.1 Finite element modeling
Due to the possible mismatch of symmetry between pyramidal indenter and SCW
crystallography, the entire cylinder substrate is necessary to simulate nanoindentation with a
Berkovich indenter. Three-dimensional (3D) FEM indentation models for the corresponding
crystallographic planes of SCW are constructed as shown in Figure 3.14. The Berkovich indenter is
modeled as a discrete rigid surface with three sides. The contact between the indenter and the
substrate is modeled as hard contact with friction and the coefficient of friction is also considered
as an input parameter to be identified.
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Figure 3.14. 3D FEM model for Berkovich indentation (isometric and top view).
The direction of indentation is along the y-axis in the global coordinate system of ABAQUS.
Indentations on different crystallographic planes are performed in the same way as the
aforementioned spherical indentation model. The maximum indentation depth for parameters
identifications is ~ 1000 nm which is derived from the experimental depth. The indentation load
and the contact area as a function of indentation depth can also be obtained in the same way as the
spherical indentation.
The cylinder substrate is discretized by three-dimensional linear brick and wedge elements
(C3D8R and C3D6), while the indenter is a discrete rigid body meshed by R3D4 and R3D3 [125].
The mesh for the cylinder substrate is composed of 24 circumferential sectors of 15° each. The
FEM model contains 12576 elements and 12965 nodes for the cylinder while 69 elements and 82
nodes for the indenter (shown in Figure 3.14). A refined mesh is also generated in the contact area
directly underneath the indenter in order to obtain the accurate contact solution while a coarser
mesh is created in the remaining region to decrease the elements number in the model. The
importance of having an appropriate mesh density in the contact area has been proven in section
3.2.2 for spherical indentation. The size of the smallest element under contact is about 0.08 µm
(in circumference direction) and 0.31 µm (in radial direction).
The boundary conditions are applied as follows:
The nodes on the bottom surface of the substrate are fixed in case of vertical displacement and
axial rotation when the indenter penetrates into the substrate. Other surfaces are allowed to move
freely during indentation. The vertical displacement of the indenter is set as indentation depth up to
the depth reached by experiment.
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3.3.2 Finite element model verification
To prove the FE model for Berkovich indenter, geometry, and mesh density have to be verified
as for the spherical indenter.
The verification of geometry in this case is started with a relatively large cylinder substrate and
then different indentation depths are applied to produce load-displacement curves which are
compared with each other. There is a critical depth where the far-field effect of the tractions has to
be considered and this depth is the maximum penetration to the substrate. The sensitivity of the
load-displacement curves to the far-field effects is investigated by considering three different
indentation depths, 1000 nm, 3000 nm, and 5000 nm, into the same cylinder substrate. Due to the
self-similar shape of the indenter and the Kick’s law, the shape of the loading part of loaddisplacement curves is supposed to be also self-similar if the far-field effects can be ignored. In
other words, when the indentation depth is too deep into the substrate to ignore the far-field effects
the loading part of the load-displacement curves would be deviated from the self-similar pathway.
Compared with the verification of geometry in case of the spherical indenter, the idea for
Berkovich indenter achieves equally satisfactory results.
From the results shown in Figure 3.15 it can be observed that the size of the substrate with a
radius of 40 µm and a thickness of 40 µm is sufficiently large to simulate semi-infinite boundary
conditions and the load-displacement curves are insensitive to the far-field effects when the
indentation depth is limited to 3 µm.

Figure 3.15. Load-displacement curves at different maximum indentation depths. The indented
cylinder substrate has a radius of 40 µm and a thickness of 40 µm.
Mesh density is verified by investigating the effect of element sizes on the convergence of the
analysis. Three mesh sizes, namely, mesh_1, mesh_2, and mesh_3, with the smallest element sizes
of 0.156, 0.313, and 0.625 µm (all in radial direction) are tested and the simulated loaddisplacement and contact area-displacement curves are compared. As can be seen from Figure 3.16,
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for the case of mesh_3 with the largest element size, amplitude of oscillations in the loaddisplacement curve and contact area-displacement curve is much larger than in the other two cases.
For the smaller element size, the load-displacement curve of mesh_2 is almost identical to that of
mesh_1 although the contact area-displacement curves do not coincide with each other. The results
from mesh_2 are acceptable compared with mesh_1. Moreover, the running time for one job with
mesh_2 is much less than that of mesh_1. Therefore, mesh_2 is taken as the mesh strategy for all
following simulations of Berkovich indentation in this work.

Figure 3.16. Convergence study of mesh size effect for Berkovich indentation.

3.3.3 Determination of input parameters
Although the input parameters have been determined by spherical indentation in section 3.2.3,
it is found that the load-displacement curves from the simulation with these input parameters are
not in agreement with the experimental results in the case of Berkovich indentation, see Figure 3.17
for details. Therefore, it is necessary to re-determine the input parameters for the simulation of
Berkovich indentation by adopting the same method as proposed for spherical indentation.

Figure 3.17. Experimental load-displacement curves [(1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1)] and numerical
results [(1 0 0) simulation] using input parameters from Table 3.1.
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The re-determined input parameters are shown in Table 3.2 and the other less important
parameters are kept the same as shown in Table 3.1. By applying the newly determined parameters
into CPFEM, relatively good agreement between simulation and experiment is achieved in Figure
3.18.

Table 3.2. Re-determined input parameters for CPFEM Berkovich indentation
Parameters

Physical meaning

Value

h0

Initial hardening modulus (MPa)

1350

s

Saturation stress (MPa)

530

0

Initial critical resolved shear stress (MPa)

210

Figure 3.18. Experimental load-displacement curves [(1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1)] and numerical
results [(1 0 0) simulation] using re-determined input parameters from Table 3.2.
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4 Experimental procedure
4.1 Material and preparations
The material used in the indentation tests was SCW with a purity of 99.99 wt.%, provided by
Goodfellow® Cambridge Limited. Single crystal samples with (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1) oriented
surface were prepared for the indentation tests with a thickness of ~ 1 mm and the diameter
depends on the original rods. The as-received SCW rods had a diameter 8.5 ~ 9.5 mm for (1 0 0)
and (1 1 0) orientation and 6.0 ~ 6.5 mm for (1 1 1). The sample preparation procedure is shown
in Figure 4.1. All the samples were cut from rods with different orientations using a wire saw and
the surface was first ground and mechanically polished and then electropolished in 1.5 % NaOH
electrolyte at 25V for 5 min to get rid of the damaged layer from the previous mechanical polishing
procedure. The electropolishing procedure produced a very smooth surfaces with a roughness of 3
~ 10 nm, as measured by an atomic force microscope (AFM). One encounters a technical difficulty
in cutting and polishing single crystal specimens: namely, to keep both surfaces of a disc-shaped
specimen parallel, maintaining its crystal axis as specified. To this end, inspection of the crystal
orientation was carried out using the X-ray Laue diffraction method. The misalignment error was
about 1° on average and less than 2°.
Special holders were designed to fix the disk shaped samples for the spherical indentation test,
see Figure 4.2. The electropolished samples for Berkovich indentation test were directly glued to
the sample stage in the instrument.

Figure 4.1. The sample preparation procedure.
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4.2 Spherical indentation test
A Zwick® Z2.5 testing machine equipped with a diamond spherical indenter (radius Rball =
250 µm) was used to obtain load-displacement curves. The maximum indentation depth hmax was
set to ~ 25 µm according to 8%  hmax Rball  12 % . The loading and unloading rate was kept as
0.5 N/s. For each orientation, tests were performed on two samples on at least eight different
locations to confirm the reproducibility of the load-displacement curves. All indents were kept
away from each other or the edge of the sample for five times of the indent diameter to ensure that
the interaction of indentations was negligible.

Figure 4.2. A close view of the loading head and the SCW sample with the special holder.

4.3 Berkovich indentation test
The Berkovich indentation tests were conducted at room temperature using an instrumented
nano-/micro-indentation testing platform made by Micro Materials Ltd (Wrexham, UK). Threesided diamond Berkovich indenter was used. The area function of the indenter as well as the
machine compliance should be calibrated before measurements to obtain accurate results. For these
purposes, the procedure outlined by Oliver and Pharr [41] was applied. The indentation tests were
carried out at a maximum indentation depth of hmax = 1000 nm and the loading/unloading rate
were fixed at 0.5 mN/s. To guarantee the reproducibility of acquired load-displacement curves,
thirty indentations were conducted for each sample and there were two samples prepared for each
orientation.

4.4 Measurement of surface profile
Combining indentation tests with surface profile measurements provide access to the imprint
topography, from which information on preferred material transport directions, formation of pileups or sink-in can be obtained. Different instruments were employed to measure the surface
profiles of the indents, according to the size of area to be scanned. The indents made by the
spherical indenter with a radius of 250 µm and depth of ~ 25 µm had a radius ~ 100 µm. To fully
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cover the pile-ups around the indents, the area 1000  1000 µm was scanned by a surface
profilometer named Dektak® 8 Advanced Development Profiler. Due to the relatively small
indents after Berkovich indentation, atomic force microscopy (AFM) was employed to obtain
surface profiles. The indents left by Berkovich indenter at a depth ~1000 nm were approximately
equilateral triangles with an edge length of ~ 7 µm. The area of 15  15 µm with the centered indent
was scanned by AFM to acquire the surface topographies and the pile-up patterns. These
approaches allowed for a quantified representation of the anisotropic pile-up patterns on the surface
after load was removed. The experiment data were then compared with the simulations and used to
supplement the load-displacement curves for input parameter identification.

4.5 Crystal orientation mapping
As shown in Figure 3.13 the pile-ups are highly uneven for all three orientations. The
maximum pile-ups appear along certain crystallographic directions, which can be derived from the
relationship between the global coordinate system and local crystallographic coordinate system. To
confirm the numerical derivation, an experimental method is necessary to map the orientations for
each sample surface. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) was applied to crystal orientation
mapping for indented samples after surface scanning by profilometer or AFM. Then, the special
orientations such as the [0 11] direction in plane (1 0 0) in Figure 3.13 and the imprint edges in
sharp indentation can be indexed by EBSD mapping.
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5.1 Spherical indentation
Firstly, experimental and numerical results, including load-displacement curves, surface
profiles and indentation hardness are presented and compared. Secondly, various factors such as
friction, indentation depth, activation of different slip systems and various misorientations in
indentation are considered in CPFEM analysis.

5.1.1 Comparison between experiment and simulation
5.1.1.1 Load-displacement curves
To demonstrate the excellent reproducibility of the indentation tests, the load-displacement
curves obtained by repeated indentation procedures are collected separately for each
crystallographic plane of SCW, namely (1 0 0), (11 0), and (111), and plotted in Figure 5.1
(a)(b)(c). The average values of the load at a depth of ~23 µm are 107.4±0.7 N, 111.5±0.8 N, and
110.7±0.6 N, for (1 0 0), (11 0), and (111) plane, respectively. The ratio of the standard deviation
to the average load is less than 1%, which indicates the load-displacement curves are significant
reproducible in the experiment. The representative curves from different orientations are put into
the same graph in Figure 5.1(d) to show that there is no significant orientation dependence of the
load-displacement curves, at least up to the indentation depth of ~ 24 µm.
However, it is apparent that the load-displacement curves from indentation on different
crystallographic planes start to deviate from each other when the indentation depths reach 14 µm.
The curves from (1 0 0) plane are relatively lower than those from the other planes, although the
difference is rather small. It has been verified by extensive indentation tests on different samples
that the difference is not completely due to experimental error since the deviations of the curves
between tests on the same crystal plane are smaller than that between tests on different planes.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.1. Experimental load-displacement curves from spherical indentation tests on
crystallographic planes (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1).
The numerical load-displacement curves for each orientation are presented in Figure 5.2,
comparing with the experimental results. The numerical curves agree well with the experimental
results in all three orientations, when the input material parameters are taken from Table 3.1. The
curves from different orientations deviate at a depth of 8 µm, and these deviations increase as depth
increasing, although the deviations are still rather small when the depth reaches the maximum of ~
24 µm. It is worth noting that the numerical load-displacement curves from (1 0 0) plane is
perceptibly lower than that from the other planes. This agrees with the experimental observations
which show differences among the three orientations. Load-displacement curves from the early
stages of indentation on different crystallographic planes show, however, no deviation for both
experimental and numerical indentation. The orientation dependence of the load-displacement
curves will be discussed further to clarify the observations from the experiment and simulation
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Figure 5.2. Comparison between experimental and numerical load-displacement curves on
crystallographic planes (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1).

5.1.1.2 Surface profiles (pile-up)
It is well known that an indentation test performed on a ductile material usually produces local
pile-up in the vicinity of the indented imprint [51, 55]. Stereographic data on surface pile-up
patterns can provide auxiliary information on plastic behavior [49]. We measured the surface pileup patterns of the specimens using a profilometer and used the height profile data for identifying
plastic parameters. Figure 5.3 summarizes the surface profiles (pile-up) obtained from the both
experiment and simulation of the spherical indentation. The measured surface profiles are shown in
the left column together with the simulation results shown in the right column. The shaded contour
scale indicates vertical displacement of the pile-up hills with reference to the undeformed surface
plane, whereby the central circular area of a negative displacement stands for the indented crater.
The results reveal several interesting features. The most remarkable point is that both measured
and predicted pile-up patterns clearly show preferred plastic straining in specific directions. In spite
of a circular symmetric load applied by the spherical indenter, the surface deformation patterns
manifest discrete rotational symmetries reflecting the crystallographic symmetry of the surfaces:
namely, four-, two-, and three-fold symmetry on the (1 0 0), (11 0), and (111) surfaces, respectively.
The anisotropy of the pile-up patterns can be correlated with the preferred slip directions projected
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onto the surfaces. For example, when a (1 0 0) plane is indented, slip occurs along the family of

 111  slip directions, which lie along the  11 0  directions when projected onto the (1 0 0)
surface. The four-fold symmetry of  11 0  pile-ups arises as a natural consequence of slip in the

 111  directions combined with the crystallographic symmetry of the (1 0 0) plane. The other
two cases can be explained in the same manner. For the (11 0) surface, two slip directions, [1 11]
and [111] , are being projected onto the (11 0) plane with intersection angle of 70.5°, leading to a
two-fold symmetry. When the (111) plane is indented, three slip directions, [1 11] , [111] , and

[11 1] , are equally activated, leading to a three-fold symmetry when projected onto the (111)
surface as [1 2 1] , [2 11] , and [11 2] directions.
The simulated pile-up patterns show qualitatively good agreement with the measured ones.
Actually, it is not a surprise that the pile-up anisotropy could be well reproduced by FEM
simulation, since plastic shear is modeled as favorably oriented slip occurring in predefined slip
systems. In the case of the (11 0) and (111) surfaces, one finds slight mismatches between the
measured and predicted patterns. The simulated pile-ups on the (11 0) surface have paired double
hillocks on each symmetry side, whereas the observed ones have a single hillock each. The
predicted pile-ups on the (111) surface have an elongated plateau whereas the observed pile-up
hillocks have a round shape. The irregular formation of pile-up hillocks found in the experimental
data of the (111) surface may be attributed to tilted specimen alignment.
Both experimental and numerical data show that the pile-ups on the (1 0 0) plane are roughly
twice as high as those of the (111) plane. One reason could be that the {11 0} slip planes are all
inclined to the (111) plane at 35°, which is much shallower than the angle that they intersect with
the (1 0 0) plane. Therefore, the material is more spread out (instead of pile-up around the indent)
on (111) plane compared to the other two planes [132]. Another reason could be that the material
also flows into the bulk downwards instead of upwards and this tends to reduce pile-ups more
effectively on (111) than on other planes. The distinct plastic anisotropy found on the surfaces
with different orientations is a direct consequence of oriented slip and different slip system strength.
The anisotropy in the pile-up patterns on different crystallographic planes is so strong that the
indentation test could even be used as a fast method for determination of crystal orientation.
Another interesting feature is the shape of the imprint which also reveals somewhat rotational
symmetry. Although the imprint shape is fundamentally governed by the indenter’s tip geometry,
the spatial distribution of the slip systems near the surface affects the development of irregular
imprints with undulations at their sides. Depending on the indented plane, the plastic flow patterns
induced at the contact boundary are along the preferential slip directions located at the subsurface
region. As a result, the imprint shapes are not regular but deformed circles and their exact shapes
are dependent on the orientation of the indented surface.
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Figure 5.3. Experimental (left column) and numerical (right column) imprint profiles on
different crystallographic planes. The steps of contour lines are much smaller for positive heights to
present the pile-ups more clearly.
Cross-sectional height profiles of the indents in different directions are shown in Figure 5.4
which indicates good agreement between the experiment and simulation. The radial paths of the
plotted pile-up profiles are the [0 1 0] and [0 11] directions for the (1 0 0) surface, the [1 10] and
[001] directions for the (11 0) surface, and the [211] and [1 12] directions for the (111) surface,
respectively. The former direction in each pair of radial paths denotes the valley, while the latter
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indicates a line crossing the hills. As a whole, the simulated profiles lie in relatively good
agreement with the measured ones, although there remain some minor discrepancies. The highest
pile-up is produced along the [0 11] direction on the (1 0 0) surface. In contrast, the pile-up hills
on the (111) surface have a much smaller height than the others.

Figure 5.4. Cross-sectional height profiles of the indents: (a) cut in [0 1 0] and [0 1 1] directions
for (1 0 0) plane; (b) cut in [0 0 1] and [1 1 0] directions for (1 1 0) plane; (c) cut in [1 1 2] and

[2 11] directions for (1 1 1) plane.

5.1.1.3 Indentation hardness
The indentation hardness H in for spherical indentation is defined as the ratio of load P to
contact area Ac (not projected contact area Ap ),

H in 

P
P

,
Ac 2    Rball  hc

(5.1)

where Rball and hc are the radius of the indenter and the contact depth. During the indentation
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experiment, it is very difficult to determine the real contact area with variation of contact depth due
to pile-ups or sink-in of material around the indenter, see Figure 2.2. For simplicity, any pile-up or
sink-in is ignored (as shown in Figure 5.5) and the contact area can be determined simply by

Ac  2 hc Rball .

(5.2)

Figure 5.5. Illustration of the indented surface without any pile-up or sink-in during indentation.
In this case, the contact depth is the same with indentation depth.
The increase of the contact area with downward movement of the indenter is monitored and
outputted for calculating indentation hardness in simulations. The results for all three orientations
are shown in Figure 5.6. The indentation hardness curves from the simulation are higher than that
of the experiment, which indicate an overestimation of the contact area when calculating the
experimental indentation hardness by using Eq. (5.2). It means that the contact depth hc during
indentation is smaller than that of the simplified case which does not take into account pile-up or
sink-in around the indenter (see Figure 5.5), although pile-ups are developed around the indenter.
This can be clearly demonstrated by the section profiles of the imprint shown in Figure 5.7. In the

[0 1 0] direction, sink-in dominates material deformation around the indenter during loading
procedure. Even though pile-up is developed in the [0 1 1] direction during indentation, the contact
depth hc in [0 1 1] direction is smaller than the indentation depth (the contact point shown in Figure
5.7 is below the original undeformed surface).
The tendency of indentation hardness to increase with increasing depth is found in both
experimental and numerical curves. The jags in the numerical curves are associated with additional
nodes coming into contact with the indenter.
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Figure 5.6. Spherical indentation hardness as a function of the indentation depth during the
loading process on crystallographic planes (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1).

Figure 5.7. Numerical section profiles of the imprint on (1 0 0) plane, cutting along the [0 1 1]
and [0 1 0] direction when loaded at maximum depth (dot lines) and completely unloaded (solid
lines). The horizontal dash line shows the original undeformed surface and the blue dash line
represents section profile of the spherical indenter.

5.1.2 Friction and indentation depth
As shown in Figure 3.10 the coefficient of friction (COF) f has little effect on the loaddisplacement curves up to a maximum indentation depth of ~ 25 µm. In this section, to examine the
influence of COF at deeper indentation, the maximum indentation depth is up to 175 µm and
different values of COF are applied in CPFEM.
The maximum indentation depth is fixed at 175 µm = 0.7 Rball when COF varies from 0 to 0.3,
which covers the possible range of the COF for diamond-metal contact pair. Figure 5.8 shows the
load-displacement curves from the simulation on (1 1 1 ) plane using COF from 0 to 0.3. The loaddisplacement curves are changed slightly by the varied COF at indentation depth up to ~ 90 µm and
they become more sensitive to COF when the indentation depth increases. The variation of
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maximum pile-ups with respect to COF for three orientations is presented in Figure 5.9. It can be
found that the effect of COF on the height of pile-ups is more significant when the indentation
depth is larger. The pile-ups decease with increasing COF and this holds true even for smaller
indentation depth.

Figure 5.8. Effect of COF on load-displacement curves from indentation on (1 1 1) plane
(maximum indentation depth = 175 µm = 0.7 Rball ).
(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9. Effect of COF on maximum pile-ups from indentation on (1 0 0), (1 1 0) and (1 1 1)
planes. (a) Maximum indentation depth = 175 µm = 0.7 Rball . (b) Maximum indentation depth 
24 µm  0.1 Rball .
The load-displacement curves show no obvious orientation dependence at shallow indentation
up to ~ 25 µm, while the dependence become more significant when a deeper indentation is
conducted, see Figure 5.10 for details. At a maximum indentation depth of 225 µm which is 90%
of the indenter radius, the maximum load of indentation on (1 0 0) plane is about 95% of that on

(111) plane.
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Figure 5.10. Load-displacement curves with different indentation depths from 40 to 225 µm
(COF = 0.1).

5.1.3 Active slip systems
The potential active slip systems for bcc crystals are {11 0}  111  , {11 2}  111  , and

{1 2 3}  111  , as discussed in section 3.1.1. To simplify the determination of input parameters
only one combination of {11 0}  111  and {11 2}  111  is considered in the parameters
identification procedure. A systematic investigation of the effect of active slip systems on
indentation behavior of SCW is performed in this section by taking into account all possible
combinations of the three sets of slip systems.
When only one set of slip systems is activated there are three cases: namely, S1, S2, and S3 for
activation of slip system {11 0}  111  , {11 2}  111  , and {1 2 3}  111  , respectively; when
two sets of slip systems are activated there are also three different combinations: namely, D12, D13,
and

D23

for

{11 0}  111   {11 2}  111 ,

{11 0}  111   {1 2 3}  111 ,

and

{11 2}  111  + {1 2 3}  111  , respectively; when all three sets potential slip systems are
considered the combination is named as T123.
The numerical load-displacement curves are grouped by orientations, as shown in Figure
5.11(a)(b)(c). The load-displacement curves are the lowest from indentation with activation of the
slip systems {1 2 3}  111  S3, and the highest from that of {11 0}  111  S1, and the others in
between are almost coincide for all three orientations.
The effect of slip systems on the surface profiles is indicated by the maximum pile-ups when
different slip systems are activated, as shown in Figure 5.11(d), since the pile-up patterns are
similar except for height when the indentations are performed on the same crystallographic plane.
The maximum pile-ups on (1 0 0) and (1 1 1) plane are more dependent on active slip systems than
(1 1 0) planes. Nevertheless, the maximum pile-ups on all the three planes have not shown much
variation, with respect to the active slip systems. The maximum pile-ups are smaller than others
when the set of slip systems {11 0}  111  is operative and this means that the material pile-up is
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more spread out since the resistance for {11 0} planes to slip in  111  directions is smaller than
the other planes like {11 2} and {1 2 3} to slip in  111  directions.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.11. Effect of active slip systems on the load-displacement curves and surface profiles.
(a)(b)(c) Numerical load-displacement curves from indentation on (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1)
planes. (d) Maximum pile-ups from indentation on (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1) plane, with
maximum indentation depth  24 µm  0.1 Rball .

5.1.4 Misorientation in indentation
It is very difficult to indent on the exact crystallographic plane without any misorientation,
since (a) the sample surface might not be parallel to the crystal plane, which is planned to be
indented on, due to the manual sample preparation procedure; and (b) the sample surface might not
be perpendicular to the loading axis when the sample is not perfectly mounted into the indentation
instruments. The misorientation can also be a mixture of misoriented crystal orientation and sample
surface. The misoriented crystal orientation is defined as the tilting angle of the indented
crystallographic plane, i.e., (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1), with respect to the sample surface. In the
indentation test, the indenter should be moved into the sample perpendicularly if the sample is
mounted in right conditions. In other words, the deviation of the sample surface from its right
position leads to a non-perpendicular indentation and this misorientation is ascribed to misoriented
sample surface.
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The misorientation caused by tilting of the crystal orientation and the sample surface is
investigated through extensive CPFEM to examine its effect on load-displacement curves and
surface profiles. All results presented in this section are from numerical simulations.

5.1.4.1 Misoriented crystal orientation
For the misorientation from indented (1 0 0) plane, the illustration of the tilting angle is shown
in Figure 5.12. When the tilting angle  increases from 0 to 45 , the indented crystallographic
plane actually varies from (1 0 0) to (1 1 0) gradually.
The load-displacement curves elevate slightly when the tilting angle  increases from 0 to

45 , see Figure 5.13. The maximum load of indentation on (1 0 0) is 112.5 N, and on (1 1 0) is
115.5 N, and the difference between them is smaller than 3%. Nevertheless, the tilting of the
indented crystal plane from (1 0 0) to (1 1 0) can influence the load-displacement curves.

Figure 5.12. Illustration of the tilted crystallographic plane with a tilting angle  , with respect
to (1 0 0) plane.

Figure 5.13. Load-displacement curves from spherical indentation on the tilted crystallographic
planes which vary from (1 0 0) plane to (1 1 0) plane (the tilting angles vary from 0 to 45 , with
respect to (1 0 0) plane).
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In contrast with the load-displacement curves, the surface profiles are fairly sensitive to the
variation of the indented planes, as can be seen in Figure 5.14 which reveals a transition of pile-up
patterns from (1 0 0) to (11 0) when the tilting angles are 0 , 11 , 27 , and 45 , with respect to

(1 0 0) plane.

0°

11°

27°

45°

Figure 5.14. Surface profiles of indents on the tilted crystallographic planes with tilting angles
of 0 , 11 , 27 , and 45 , with respect to (1 0 0) plane.
The maximum pile-ups, which can be indicators of material deformation around the indenter,
are plotted with variation of the tilting angles  from 0 to 45 in Figure 5.15, from which it can
be seen the maximum pile-ups are nearly the same when the tilting angle are  11 .

Figure 5.15. Maximum pile-ups around the indents on the tilted crystallographic planes with
tilting angles of 0 , 11 , 27 , and 45 , with respect to (1 0 0) plane.
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For the misorientation from indented (1 1 1) plane, the tilting angle  is shown in Figure 5.16.
When  varies from 0 to 54.7 the indented plane changes from (1 1 1) to (1 0 0); when 
varies from 0 to 35.3 the indented plane changes from (1 1 1) to (1 1 0).

Figure 5.16. Illustration of the tilted crystallographic plane with a tilting angle  with respect
to (1 1 1) plane:   0 indicated tilting toward (1 0 0) plane while   0 toward (1 1 0) plane.
The load-displacement curves from indentation on tilted (1 1 1) plane are shown in Figure 5.17.
When the tilted plane is closer to (1 0 0) plane the load-displacement curves drop slightly; when the
tilted plane is closer to (1 1 0) plane the load-displacement curves coincide completely.
.
(b)

(a)

Figure 5.17. Load-displacement curves from spherical indentation on the tilted crystallographic
planes: (a) from (1 1 1) to (1 0 0) plane with the tilting angle from 0 to 54.7 , with respect to
(1 1 1) plane; (b) from (1 1 1) to (1 1 0) plane with the tilting angle from 0 to 35.3 , with
respect to (1 1 1) plane.
The surface profiles of the indents on tilted planes with tilting angles of 0 , 11 , 30 , and 49 ,
with respect to (1 1 1) plane, are shown in Figure 5.18 which indicates the transition of the pile-up
patterns from (1 1 1) to (1 0 0) plane; and the surface profiles of the indents on the tilted planes
with tilting angles of 6 , 19 , 31 , and 35 , with respect to (1 1 1) plane, are shown in
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Figure 5.19 which reveals the transition of pile-up patterns from (5 5 4) (close to (1 1 1) plane) to
(1 1 0) plane
0°

11°

30°

49°

Figure 5.18. Surface profiles of indents on the tilted crystallographic planes with tilting angles
of 0 , 11 , 30 , and 49 , with respect to (1 1 1) plane.
-6°

-19°

-31°

-35°

Figure 5.19. Surface profiles of indents on the tilted crystallographic planes with tilting angles
of 6 , 19 , 31 , and 35 , with respect to (1 1 1) plane.
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The maximum pile-ups are plotted with variation of tilting angles  from 35 to 49 in
Figure 5.20, from which it can be seen that the maximum pile-ups are rather sensitive to the
misoriented crystal orientations.

Figure 5.20. Maximum pile-ups around the indents on the tilted crystallographic planes with
tilting angles from 35 to 49 , with respect to (1 1 1) plane.
The results show that the load-displacement curves are insensitive to the misoriented crystal
orientations while the surface profiles of the indents are rather sensitive to the orientations.

5.1.4.2 Misoriented sample surface
The misorientation of the sample surface is inevitable due to several reasons: two sides of the
sample surfaces are not perfectly parallel to each other; and the introduction of a special holder and
glue can be additional error sources of a non-parallel surface. The illustration of the misoriented
sample surface is presented in Figure 5.21 where the misorientation is noted by  which is the
angle between the loading axis and the sample axis (the normal of the sample surface).
The tilting angle  is determined by the absolute value and the tilting orientation since the
normal of the sample surface should lie in a conical surface with an apex angle of 2 when it is
tilted by  . The absolute values of  from 5 to 30 are considered in CPFEM and the tilting
orientations are selected along certain in-plane directions which vary with pile-up patterns on
indented crystallographic planes. The tilting orientations differ from one plane to another, i.e., for

(1 0 0) plane, the normal of the sample surface is tilted in two planes which cut across (1 0 0)
plane along the [0 0 1] and [0 1 1] directions; for (1 1 0) plane, the normal of the sample surface is
tilted in the plane which cuts across (1 1 0) plane, along the [0 0 1] direction; and for (1 1 1) plane,
the normal of the sample surface is tilted in the plane which cut across (1 1 1) plane, along the

[1 1 2] direction, see the illustrations in Figure 5.22, Figure 5.27, and Figure 5.31 for details.
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Figure 5.21. Illustration of the misoriented sample surface.

As previously mentioned the normal of the sample surface which is parallel to (1 0 0) plane is
tilted in two planes which cut across (1 0 0) plane, along two in-plane directions [0 0 1] and [0 1 1] .
The numerical results of the load-displacement curves and the surface profiles of indents are
plotted separately when the normal of the sample surfaces are tilted toward different in-plane
directions.

Figure 5.22. Illustration of the misoriented sample surface for (1 0 0) plane: the normal of the
sample surface is tilted in two planes which cut across (1 0 0) plane, along the [0 0 1] and [0 1 1]
directions.

The load-displacement curves shown in Figure 5.23 are from indentation on the tilted sample
surfaces toward the [0 0 1] and [0 1 1] directions. The curves coincide when the tilting angles 
are 0 , 5 , and 10 , and the curve lowers slightly when tilting angle is 30 . Therefore, the loaddisplacement curves are not affected by the tilting angle until the angle is larger than 10 and the
effect is not significant even when the tilting angle is 30 . It has to be pointed out that
misorientation of 30 between the loading and sample axis is an extremely huge error for a
conventional indentation test, which usually has a much smaller misorientation, i.e., several
degrees. Hence, within the conditions of the indentation experimental test, the misorientation of the
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sample surface has no obvious effect on the load-displacement curves when the indentation is
performed on (1 0 0) plane.

Figure 5.23. Load-displacement curves from spherical indentation on the tilted sample surface
which is parallel to (1 0 0) plane: tilting toward the [0 0 1] and [0 1 1] direction.

To examine the effect of misorientation on material deformation around the indenter, surface
profiles of the indents are plotted in Figure 5.24 and Figure 5.25 for tilting toward the [0 0 1] and

[0 1 1] direction, respectively. The heights of the four hillocks around the indent are equal before
the sample surface is tilted (Figure 5.14). When the tilting angles are 5 and 10 the hillocks vary
inconspicuously, as the tilting angle increases to 30 all hillocks shrink noticeably. This agrees
with the results from Figure 5.26 which shows the maximum pile-ups as a function of the tilting
angles. The maximum pile-ups are almost constant when the tilting angle increases from 0 to 10
while they drop significantly at a tilting angle of 30 .
5°

10°

30°

Figure 5.24. Surface profiles of the indents from spherical indentation on tilted sample surface
paralleled to (1 0 0) plane: the normal of the sample surface is titled toward the [0 0 1] direction in
(1 0 0) plane.
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5°

10°

30°

Figure 5.25. Surface profiles of the indents from spherical indentation on tilted sample surface
paralleled to (1 0 0) plane: the normal of the sample surface is titled toward the [0 1 1] direction in
(1 0 0) plane.

Figure 5.26. Maximum pile-ups around the indents on the tilted sample surfaces which are
parallel to (1 0 0) plane. The tilting angles vary from 0 to 30 .

The normal of the sample surface (parallel to the (1 1 0) plane) is tilted in the plane which cuts
across the (1 1 0) plane along in-plane direction [0 0 1] as shown in Figure 5.27. The numerical
results of the load-displacement curves and surface profiles of the indents are plotted in Figure 5.28
and Figure 5.29.
The load-displacement curves and surface profiles do not vary significantly until the tilting
angle increases to 30 . The maximum pile-ups plotted in Figure 5.30 show slight increase when
the tilting angles are raised from 0 to 10 but drop dramatically at a tilting angle of 30 .
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Figure 5.27. Illustration of misoriented sample surface for (1 1 0) plane: the normal of the
sample surface is tilted in the plane which cuts across (1 1 0) plane along the [0 0 1] direction.

Figure 5.28. Load-displacement curves from spherical indentation on the tilted sample surface
which is parallel to (1 1 0) plane: tilting toward the [0 0 1] direction.
5°

10°

30°

Figure 5.29. Surface profiles of the indents from spherical indentation on the tilted sample
surface paralleled to (1 1 0) plane: the normal of the sample surface is titled toward the [0 0 1]
direction in (1 1 0) plane.
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Figure 5.30. Maximum pile-ups around the indents on the tilted sample surfaces which are
parallel to (1 1 0) plane. The tilting angles vary from 0 to 30 .

Figure 5.31 illustrates the tilting angle for sample surface which is parallel to (1 1 1) plane. The
numerical load-displacement curves, surface profiles of the indents, and the maximum pile-ups
plotted in Figure 5.32, Figure 5.33, and Figure 5.34 show similar variation trend with the tilting
angles, compared with that from (1 0 0) and (1 1 0) planes. The tilting angles begin to play a role,
in changing the surface profiles and maximum pile-ups, when it increases to 30 . The loaddisplacement curves are not sensitive to the tilting angle, as already observed from indentation
results of (1 0 0) and (1 1 0) planes.

Figure 5.31. Illustration of misoriented sample surface for (1 1 1) plane: the normal of sample
surface is tilted in the plane which cuts across (1 1 1) plane along the [1 1 2] direction.
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Figure 5.32. Load-displacement curves from spherical indentation on the tilted sample surface
which is parallel to (1 1 1) plane: tilting toward the [1 1 2] direction.
5°

10°

30°

Figure 5.33. Surface profiles of the indents from spherical indentation on the tilted sample
surface paralleled to (1 1 1) plane: the normal of the sample surface is titled toward the [1 1 2]
direction in (1 1 1) plane.

Figure 5.34. Maximum pile-ups around the indents on tilted sample surfaces which are parallel
to (1 1 1) plane. The tilting angles vary from 0 to 30 .
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5.2 Berkovich indentation
Firstly, experimental and numerical results, including the load-displacement curves, surface
profiles of the indents and the indentation hardness are presented. Secondly, various factors such as
friction, indentation depth, activation of slip systems, misorientations, and in-plane rotation of the
indenter are considered in CPFEM analysis.

5.2.1 Comparison between experiment and simulation
5.2.1.1 Load-displacement curves
The experimental load-displacement curves in Figure 5.35 show the excellent reproducibility of
Berkovich indentation tests on SCW with different crystallographic planes. The representative
load-displacement curves from indentation on planes (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1) are plotted
together to show the independence of load-displacement curves on crystal orientations.
It should be pointed out that an important feature of the load-displacement curves is that there
are sudden displacement excursions (pop-in) at the initial part of some curves. This phenomenon
will be further investigated in Chapter 7.

Figure 5.35. Experimental load-displacement curves from nanoindentation tests on three
crystallographic planes: (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1).
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The load-displacement curves in Figure 5.36 show good agreement between the experiment
and simulation for indentation on different crystallographic planes. The numerical loaddisplacement curves from planes (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1) are plotted together to show the
independence of load-displacement curves on crystal orientations, which was demonstrated in the
experimental results shown in Figure 5.35.

Figure 5.36. Comparison between experimental and numerical load-displacement curves on
three crystallographic planes: (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1).

5.2.1.2 Surface profiles (pile-up)
Due to the mismatch of the rotational symmetry between the Berkovich indenter and the
indented crystallographic planes such as (1 0 0) with a four-fold and (1 1 0) with a two-fold
symmetry, the surface profiles of the imprints vary when the in-plane rotations are applied to the
indenter. In-plane rotation results in different azimuthal orientations of the indenter with respect to
crystallographic directions. More details about the effect of the in-plane rotation of the indenter on
the surface profiles will be presented in section 5.2.5.
The numerical surface profiles of the indented (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1) planes after
unloading are shown in Figure 5.37 and the indenter is kept in the original position without an inplane rotation as shown in Figure 5.66. The pile-ups show a significant orientation dependence
which is predictable from the results of the spherical indentation. The indented (1 0 0) plane shows
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the maximum pile-up height and (1 1 1) plane has the lowest height. The distribution of the pileups is also dependent on in-plane directions for the three indented planes. Obviously, the pile-up
patterns on the indented crystallographic planes are affected by the sharp edges of the indenter
since the four-fold and two-fold rotational symmetry of (1 0 0) and (1 1 0) planes disappear.
However, the pile-up pattern on (111) plane are still kept the three-fold rotational symmetry
because the Berkovich indenter has the same three-fold symmetry as the indented (1 1 1) plane.
Since the EBSD mapping of in-plane directions was performed after indentation there was no
experimental surface profiles that matched with the numerical results shown in Figure 5.37 where
no in-plane rotation was applied to the indenter. Therefore, only numerical results are presented in
this section to show the orientation dependence of the surface profiles. The measured surface
profiles (pile-up) are shown in section 5.2.5 with the simulation results which are obtained with the
rotation of the indenter according to EBSD mapping of the in-plane directions.

(100)

(110)

(111)

Figure 5.37. Numerical surface profiles of the indented (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1) planes after
unloading (there is no in-plane rotation of the indenter).

5.2.1.3 Indentation hardness
The nanoindentation hardness H in for Berkovich indentation is defined to be the mean
pressure exerted by the indenter,

H in 

P
P

,
Ap A(hc )

(5.3)

where Ap is the projected area of the contact between the indenter and the sample. Ap is defined
as function of the contact depth hc and the detailed expressions can be found in section 2.2. The
Eq. (5.3) is applied to calculate final hardness after unloading in most of the nanoindentation test
while in this section it is also used to monitor the indentation hardness during the loading procedure.
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The projected contact area is derived from the indenter area function which is determined by multidepth calibration tests on fused silica. The calibrated indenter area function is shown in Figure 5.38.
The calibrated tip area function can be fitted as Apcali  24.5h 2  1014.5h, while the perfect sharp

 24.5h 2 .
tip as Aideal
p

Figure 5.38. The projected contact area of the calibrated and ideal Berkovich tip.
The calibrated tip area function is applied to derive experimental indentation hardness-depth
relationships for the Berkovich indentation. For the numerical indentation hardness-depth
relationship, the hardness can be obtained by dividing the load by the contact area which came
directly from ABAQUS. The comparison of hardness-depth between the experiment and the
simulation is shown in Figure 5.39 for all three orientations. The experimental indentation hardness
decreases with increasing depth while the numerical hardness, at first, increases to a maximum and
then decreases. Both cases reach saturation after the indentation depth is larger than 300 nm and the
indentation hardness is about 5.0 GPa from the simulation and 4.5 GPa from the experiment. This
indicates that the projected contact area used for calculating the experimental hardness is
overestimated even when pile-up is not considered. The overestimation of the contact area for
calculating the experimental hardness is also found in the spherical indentation.
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Figure 5.39. Indentation hardness as a function of the indentation depth during the loading
process on crystallographic planes (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1).

5.2.2 Friction and indentation depth
For the spherical indenter, friction has little effect on the load-displacement curves up to a
maximum indentation depth of 25 µm. In this section, the effect of friction on the loaddisplacement curves and pile-ups are examined for Berkovich indenter.
The maximum indentation depth is fixed at about 3 µm when the coefficient of friction (COF)
varies from 0 to 0.3 which covers the possible range of the COF for the diamond-metal contact pair.
Figure 5.40(a) shows the load-displacement curves from simulation on (1 1 1 ) plane using COF
varying from 0 to 0.3. The load-displacement curves are slightly changed by the varied COF,
however, the difference between each other is comparable to the experimental deviation between
measurements (see Figure 5.35).
The variation of the maximum pile-ups with respect to COF for three orientations is presented
in Figure 5.40(b). The pile-ups decease from 76.2 to 71.2 nm, from 66.6 to 60.7 nm, and from 47.6
to 42.8 nm, for the indented (1 0 0) , (11 0) , and (111) plane, when the COF increases from 0 to
0.3. The slightly decreased pile-ups, with increasing COF, indicate that the pile-up is less affected
by COF for the Berkovich indenter compared with the spherical indenter.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.40. Effect of COF on load-displacement curves and surface profiles. (a) Numerical
load-displacement curves from (111) plane. (b) Maximum pile-ups from indentation on (1 0 0) ,
(11 0) , and (111) plane (maximum indentation depth  1 µm).
Figure 5.41 shows the load-displacement curves from indentation on different crystallographic
planes when the indenter goes deeper into the material. These curves almost coincide with each
other, and without any significant evidence of an orientation dependence even with a larger
indentation depth.

Figure 5.41. Load-displacement curves from the Berkovich indentation with a maximum depth
of 2 µm on crystallographic planes (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1).

5.2.3 Active slip systems
A systematic investigation of the effect of active slip systems on indentation behavior of SCW
by the Berkovich indenter was performed by taking into account all possible combinations of the
three sets of slip systems. The names for these combinations were kept consistent with the names
used for the spherical indentation as follows:
S1, S2, and S3 for activation of {11 0}  111  , {11 2}  111  , and {1 2 3}  111  ;
D12, D13, and D23 for {11 0}  111  + {11 2}  111  , {11 0}  111  + {1 2 3}  111  ,
and {11 2}  111  + {1 2 3}  111  ;
T123 for {11 0}  111   {11 2}  111  + {1 2 3}  111  .
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The load-displacement results are grouped by orientations, as shown in Figure 5.42(a)(b)(c),
from which it can be found that the numerical load-displacement curves from different
combinations of active slip systems overlap each other except S3 which is lower than the others for
indentation on all three planes. Therefore, the effect of the active slip systems on the loaddisplacement curves is insignificant in the Berkovich indentation. For different combinations of the
active slip systems the load-displacement curves are insensitive to the crystal orientations.
The variation of maximum pile-up with respect to different combinations of the active slip
systems is plotted in Figure 5.42(d), from which it can be found that the surface profiles are much
more sensitive to the active slip systems than the load-displacement curves. The maximum pile-ups
for (1 0 0) plane are not as sensitive as for (1 1 0) and (1 1 1) planes, however, the variation trends
are similar to each other. The maximum pile-ups are larger when slip systems {11 0}  111  are
activated and this indicates it is more difficult for the {11 0} planes slipping along the  111 
directions to make material pile-up spread out.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 5.42. Effect of active slip systems on the load-displacement curves and surface profiles.
(a)(b)(c) Numerical load-displacement curves from indentation on (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1)
planes. (d) Maximum pile-ups from indentation on (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1) plane, with
maximum indentation depth  1 µm.
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5.2.4 Misorientation in indentation
As pointed out in section 5.1.4 misorientation in the indentation tests is inevitable due to the
preparation and mounting of the sample. For the Berkovich indentation test which uses a much
smaller tip than the spherical indentation, it is necessary to check if misorientation plays an even
more important role in Berkovich indentation. The effect of misorientation in the Berkovich
indentation on the load-displacement curves and surface profiles is examined through extensive
CPFEM for three orientations. All results presented in this section are from numerical simulations.

5.2.4.1 Misoriented crystal orientation
For the misorientation from indented (1 0 0) plane, the tilting angle is defined as the same as
shown in Figure 5.12. When the tilting angle  increases from 0 to 45 the indented plane
actually changes gradually from (1 0 0) plane to (1 1 0) plane.
The load-displacement curves from the indentation on plane with different tilting angles are
shown in Figure 5.43, from which it can be seen that the tilting angle has little effect on the loaddisplacement curves.

Figure 5.43. Load-displacement curves from the Berkovich indentation on the tilted
crystallographic planes which vary from (1 0 0) plane to (1 1 0) plane (the tilting angles from 0 to
45 with respect to (1 0 0) plane).
The surface profiles evolve from (1 0 0) to (1 1 0) gradually with an increasing tilting angle
from 0 to 45 , see Figure 5.44 for details. There are four hillocks around the indent, two of
which are much higher than the other two. All of the hillocks decrease in height when the indented
crystallographic plane is tilted from 0 to 45 , with respect to (1 0 0) and the two minor hillocks
vanish on the indented plane with the tilting angle of 39 and 45 .
The maximum pile-ups, which can be an indicator of material deformation around the indenter,
are plotted with the tilting angles in Figure 5.45 and it can be found that when the tilting angle
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increases the maximum pile-ups decrease and reach the minimum value at a tilting angle of 39
and then increase slightly at 45 .

0°

7°

11°

27°

39°

45°

Figure 5.44. Surface profiles of the indents on the tilted crystallographic plane with tilting
angles of 0 , 7 , 11 , 27 , 39 , and 45 , with respect to (1 0 0) plane.

Figure 5.45. Maximum pile-ups of the tilted crystallographic plane with tilting angles of 0 , 7 ,
11 , 27 , 39 , and 45 , with respect to (1 0 0) plane.
For the misorientation from indented (1 1 1) plane, the tilting angle is defined as the same as
shown in Figure 5.16. When the tilting angle  increases from 0 to 54.7 the indented plane
actually changes gradually from (1 1 1) to (1 0 0) plane; when  decreases from 0 to 35.3 the
indented plane changes from (1 1 1) to (1 1 0) plane.
The load-displacement curves from the indentation on the plane with different tilting angles are
shown in Figure 5.46, from which it can be seen that the tilting angle has little effect on the loaddisplacement curves. However, the surface profiles are rather sensitive to the tilting angle  , as
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shown in Figure 5.47 and Figure 5.48. The surface profiles evolve gradually from (1 1 1) to (1 0 0)
with an increase of the tilting angle, and from (1 1 1) to (1 1 0) with a decrease of the tilting angle.
When the tilting angle varies from 0 to 55 the hillock on the right side of the indent grows to
become the largest one while the one on the bottom left splits into two hillocks. It has to be pointed
out that the hillocks reach the maximum height when the tilting angle is 49 instead of 55 . When
the tilting angle varies from 0 to 35 the hillock on the right side of the indenter shrinks
gradually and finally vanishes while the other two grow to become the major hillocks.

(b)

(a)

Figure 5.46. Load-displacement curves from the Berkovich indentation on the tilted
crystallographic planes: (a) from (1 1 1) to (1 0 0) plane with the tilting angle from 0 to 54.7
with respect to (1 1 1) plane; (b) from (1 1 1) to (1 1 0) plane with the tilting angle from 0 to

35.3 with respect to (1 1 1) plane.
0°
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23°
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Figure 5.47. Surface profiles of the indents on the tilted crystallographic plane with tilting
angles of 0 , 11 , 23 , 35 , 49 , and 55 , with respect to (1 1 1) plane.
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Figure 5.48. Surface profiles of the indents on the tilted crystallographic plane with tilting
angles of 0 , 6 , 12 , 19 , 31 , and 35 , with respect to (1 1 1) plane.
The maximum pile-ups are plotted with tilting angles in Figure 5.49 and it can be found that
when the tilting angle increases form 0 to 55 the maximum pile-ups increase and reach the
maximum value 80.1 nm at a tilting angle of 46 and then decrease slightly at 55 ; when the
tilting angle decreases from 0 to 35 the maximum pile-ups increase and also reach the
maximum value 65.2 nm at a tilting angle of 31 and then decrease slightly at 35 .

Figure 5.49. Maximum pile-ups of the tilted crystallographic plane with tilting angles from
35.3 to 54.7 , with respect to (1 1 1) plane.
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5.2.4.2 Misoriented sample surface
The illustration of the misoriented sample surface is shown in Figure 5.21 where the tilting
angle of the sample surface  is defined as the angle between the indentation direction and normal
of the sample surface. Due to the anisotropy of the pile-ups around the indenter, the tilting
orientations of the sample are selected intentionally in special directions which differ significantly
with different indented planes. The load-displacement curves and surface profiles from indentation
on the tilted sample surfaces are presented as following.
Firstly, results from indentation on the misoriented sample surface which is parallel to (1 0 0)
crystallographic plane are shown from Figure 5.51 to Figure 5.55. For a better understanding of the
misorientation of the sample surface, both the 3D and top view illustrations are presented in Figure
5.50. The normal of the sample surface is tilted inside the special planes called tilting planes as
showed by the dash lines. The tilting angle is noted as  , and the subscripts [0 0 1] and [0 1 1] are
in-plane directions where the tilting planes cut across the indented (1 0 0) plane perpendicularly. In
the tilting plane, the normal of the sample surface can be tilted in two opposite directions like [0 0 1]
and [0 0 1] . The angle  is taken as a positive value when the sample surface is tilted to the inplane direction shown in the illustrations ( [0 0 1] and [0 1 1] ), and as negative when tilted in the
opposite directions ( [0 0 1] and [0 1 1] ). This rule for determination of the sign of  is also
applied to other cases like indentation on (11 0) and (111) crystallographic planes.

Figure 5.50. Illustration of misoriented sample surface which is parallel to the crystallographic
plane (1 0 0) : the normal of the sample surface is tilted in two planes which cut across (1 0 0)
plane perpendicularly along the [0 0 1] and [0 1 1] directions.

The load-displacement curves from indentation on (1 0 0) plane with tilted sample surface in
the [0 0 1] and [0 1 1] directions are shown in Figure 5.51 and Figure 5.52, respectively. When the
sample surface is tilted by 1 , the load-displacement curves hardly differ from that of the
indentation on the non-tilted (   0 ) surface. The load-displacement curves are significantly
raised when the tilting angles increase to 3 and 5 . It is worth noting that the curves are
significantly higher when the tilting angles in [0 0 1] direction are positive (Figure 5.51), compared
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to that of negative tilting angles. The load-displacement curves from the tilted sample surface in the
positive and negative angles are less distinct when tilted in the [0 1 1] direction (Figure 5.52).

Figure 5.51. Load-displacement curves from indentation on (1 0 0) plane when the normal of
sample surface is tilted in the [0 0 1] direction.

Figure 5.52. Load-displacement curves from indentation on (1 0 0) plane when the normal of
sample surface is tilted in the [0 1 1] direction.

The surface profiles are also rather sensitive to the change of the tilting angles, as can be seen
in Figure 5.53 and Figure 5.54. The surface profile of the indent on the sample without tilted
surface is shown in Figure 5.53 as a reference. When the normal of the sample surface is tilted in a
plane which cuts across (1 0 0) plane along the [0 0 1] direction the surface profiles are mirrored
also along [0 0 1] . When one sharp edge of the indenter is oriented along the [0 0 1] direction, the
surface profile of the indent on the crystallographic plane (1 0 0) without surface tilting shows two
major hillocks in the [0 1 1] and [0 1 1] directions. Two small hillocks appear near two corners of
the indenter, approximately in the [0 4 5] and [0 4 5] directions. When the normal of the sample
surface is tilted to the [0 0 1] direction (tilting angle from 1 to 5 ) the height of the two major
hillocks decrease while the other two small hillocks grow into a similar size as the other two. When
the normal of the sample surface is tilted to the opposite direction of [0 0 1] (tilting angle from 1
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to 5 ) the two major hillocks grow even higher while the two small hillocks start to diminish. The
maximum heights of each tilting case are plotted in Figure 5.55 to show the maximum pile-up
around the indents as a function of the tilting angle. It can be seen from Figure 5.55 that although
the two small hillocks grow in height, the maximum pile-ups decrease when the tilting angle
increases from 0 to 5 in the [0 0 1] direction, since the height of the two major hillocks decrease
but are still higher than the other two growing hillocks. With the deceasing tilting angle from 0 to
5 in the [0 0 1] direction, the maximum pile-ups increase, benefiting from the growth of the two

major hillocks.
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Figure 5.53. Surface profiles of the indents on (1 0 0) plane when the normal of sample surface
is tilted in the [0 0 1] direction (the labels are tilting angles  ).
When the normal of sample surface is tilted in plane which cuts across (1 0 0) plane along the

[0 1 1] direction, there is no mirror line for the surface profiles any more since the variation of the
hillocks become complicated (Figure 5.54). One of the two major hillocks grows slightly while the
other one almost remains the same as the original height when the tilting angle increases from 0 to
5 in the [0 1 1] direction. For the two small hillocks on the right side of the indent, the variation
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caused by tilting the sample surface is also distinct from each other. The small hillock which is
close to the upper right corner of the indent diminishes gradually while the other one close to the
bottom right corner grows significantly when the tilting angle increases from 0 to 5 in [0 1 1]
direction. As for the normal of the sample surface tilting to the opposite direction of [0 1 1] , i.e.,
the tilting angle from 0 to 5 , the small hillock closest to the upper right corner of the indent
increases while the other one diminishes gradually; both of the two major hillocks shrink
noticeably. The maximum pile-ups increase slightly from 71.5 nm to 79.6 nm with tilting angle
from 5 to 5 in the [0 1 1] direction, as shown in Figure 5.55.
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Figure 5.54. Surface profiles of the indents on (1 0 0) plane when the normal of sample surface
is tilted in the [0 1 1] direction (the labels are tilting angles  ).

Figure 5.55. Maximum pile-ups as a function of the tilting angles which vary from 5 to 5 in
the [0 0 1] and [0 1 1] directions.
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Secondly, results from indentation on the misoriented sample surface which is parallel to

(11 0) crystallographic plane are shown. The schematic of the tilting angle  and the subscripts

[1 1 0] and [2 2 5] are shown in Figure 5.56.

Figure 5.56. Illustration of misoriented sample surface which is parallel to the crystallographic
plane (1 1 0) : the normal of sample surface is tilted in two planes which cut across (1 1 0) plane
perpendicularly along the [1 1 0] and [2 2 5] directions.

The load-displacement curves from indentation on (1 1 0) plane with tilted sample surface in
the [1 1 0] and [2 2 5] directions are shown in Figure 5.57 and Figure 5.58, respectively. The
curves from indentation on tilted surface with the tilting angles of 1 coincide with that of the
non-tilted (   0 ) surface. The further increase of the tilting angles to 3 and 5 results in
raised load-displacement curves compared to that from indentation on the non-tilting and 1
tilting sample surfaces. These results are rather similar with the tilting indentation on (1 0 0) plane.

Figure 5.57. Load-displacement curves from indentation on (1 1 0) plane when the normal of
the sample surface is tilted in the [1 1 0] direction.
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Figure 5.58. Load-displacement curves from indentation on (1 1 0) plane when the normal of
the sample surface is tilted in the [2 2 5] direction.

The surface profiles of the indents on the tilted sample surfaces are shown in Figure 5.59 and
Figure 5.60. Serve as a reference, the surface profile of the indent on the sample without a tilted
surface is also shown in Figure 5.59. There is also a mirror line, as already shown in Figure 5.53,
for the surface profiles of the indents on (1 1 0) plane when the normal of sample surface is tilted in
the plane which cuts across (1 1 0) plane along [1 1 0] direction. The surface profile of the indent
on the plane (1 1 0) without surface tilting shows two major hillocks in the [2 2 5] and [2 2 5]
directions when one sharp edge of the indenter is oriented along the [1 1 0] direction. There are no
obvious small hillocks at the right side of the indent. When the normal of the sample surface is
tilted to the [1 1 0] direction (tilting angles from 5 to 5 ) the height of the two hillocks decreases
slightly (more quantitative data of maximum height are shown in Figure 5.61) and the position
varies to fit the edges of the sharp indenter. In this case, the pile-ups are mirrored along the [1 1 0]
direction. When the normal of the sample surface is tilted to the [2 2 5] direction (tilting angle
from 1 to 5 ), there is no obvious variation of the height of the two major hillocks while one
minor hillock appears at the bottom right corner and grows with an increasing tilting angle. Two
major hillocks shrink slightly and one minor hillock appears at the top right corner when the tilting
angle is changed from 1 to 5 in the opposite direction of [2 2 5] . Due to the appearance of the
minor hillock, the pile-ups are no longer mirrored along one direction when the sample surface is
tilted in [2 2 5] and its opposite directions.
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Figure 5.59. Surface profiles of the indents on (1 1 0) plane when the normal of sample surface
is tilted in the [1 1 0] direction (the labels are tilting angles  ).
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Figure 5.60. Surface profiles of the indents on (1 1 0) plane when the normal of sample surface
is tilted in the [2 2 5] direction (the labels are tilting angles  ).
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Figure 5.61. Maximum pile-ups as a function of the tilting angles which vary from 5 to 5 in
the [1 1 0] and [2 2 5] directions.
For the tilting direction of the sample surface which is parallel to (1 1 1) plane, the [1 1 0]
direction is selected since one of the three hillocks lies in this direction (Figure 5.62). The normal
of the sample surface is tilted in [1 1 0] and its opposite directions.

Figure 5.62. Illustration of misoriented sample surface which is parallel to the crystallographic
plane (1 1 1) : the normal of sample surface is tilted in plane which cuts across (1 1 1) plane
perpendicularly along the [1 1 0] direction.
The load-displacement curves from the indentation on (1 1 1) plane with a tilted sample surface
in the [1 1 0] direction are shown in Figure 5.63. The curves from the indentation on the tilted
surface with tilting angles of 1 coincide with that of the non-tilted (   0 ) surface. The further
increase of the tilting angles to 3 and 5 leads to raised load-displacement curves compared to
that from indentation on the non-tilting and 1 tilting sample surfaces. These results are rather
similar to the indentation on (1 0 0) and (1 1 0) planes.
Figure 5.64 shows the surface profiles of the indents on the tilted sample surfaces with tilting
angles from 5 to 5 . There is no significant alteration in height of the hillocks seen from the
surface profiles; however, it is shown in Figure 5.65 that the maximum pile-ups vary with tilting
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angles. The hillocks also move to adapt to the variation of the edges of the indents due to sample
tilting during indentation.

Figure 5.63. Load-displacement curves from indentation on (1 1 1) plane when the normal of
the sample surface is tilted in the [1 1 0] direction.
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Figure 5.64. Surface profiles of the indents on (1 1 1) plane when the normal of the sample
surface is tilted in the [1 1 0] direction.
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Figure 5.65. Maximum pile-ups as function of the tilting angles which vary from 5 to 5 in
the [1 1 0] direction.

5.2.5 In-plane rotation of the indenter
The deformation that occurred in single crystals is anisotropic and when combined with a
nonaxially symmetric indenter it can induce a combined overlap of the mechanisms. Uncovering
this overlap between indenter geometry and crystal symmetry is one of the aims of this present
investigation. As mentioned in section 5.2.1.2, the pile-up patterns on the indented crystallographic
planes were affected by the sharp edges of the Berkovich indenter. In this section, the effect of the
in-plane rotation of the indenter on the load-displacement curves and surface profiles are
investigated through experiment and CPFEM.
It is necessary to define the reference position of the indenter, where its in-plane rotation is set
as 0 and also referred to as no in-plane rotation in this case. For indentation on (1 0 0) plane one
of the sharp edges is oriented along [0 0 1] direction; for (1 1 0) and (1 1 1) planes one sharp edge
is oriented in [11 0] direction, see Figure 5.66.
The illustration of the in-plane rotation is shown in Figure 5.67 where the indenter is rotated in
plane (1 0 0) with an angle   45 . In the FEM model the relative position of the indenter and
substrate is fixed in the global coordinate system of ABAQUS, therefore the in-plane rotation of
the indenter is realized by rotating the crystal orientation (in the local coordinate system) in the
opposite direction. The rotated angle of the crystal orientation is noted by  which has a positive
value when the crystal is rotated counterclockwise and negative when rotated clockwise.
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Figure 5.66. Orientation and associated nomenclature of the Berkovich indentation into the

(1 0 0) , (1 1 0), and (1 1 1) planes when no in-plane rotation of the indenter is applied: (1 0 0)
indentation where one of the edges of the indenter is oriented along the [0 0 1] direction; (1 1 0)
indentation where one of the edges is oriented in the [11 0] direction; (1 1 1) indentation where
one of the edges is oriented also along the [11 0] direction.

Figure 5.67. Illustration of the in-plane (1 0 0) rotation of the indenter with an angle   45 . In
the original position one of the sharp edges is oriented along the [0 0 1] direction (left); after
rotation the edge is oriented along the [0 1 1] direction (right).
The rotation angles  were determined by AFM and EBSD mapping of the indents after
indentation tests (as shown in Figure 5.68) and the crystal orientations were rotated by the same
measured angles in CPFEM to produce numerical results which can be compared with the
experimental results. The experimental load-displacement curves shown in Figure 5.35 indicate
that these curves are close to each other when an in-plane rotation is applied to the indenter. The
numerical load-displacement curves shown in Figure 5.69 coincide precisely indicating that the
curves are not sensitive to the in-plane rotation of the indenter. Both experimental and numerical
results reveal that the load-displacement curves are not sensitive to in-plane rotation of the indenter.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.68. Illustration of the indents in different azimuthal orientations. The arrows represent
measured crystalline directions which are aligned with one sharp edge of the indenter. The
corresponding rotated angles of the crystal orientations are also presented together with indexed
directions in three planes: (a), (b), and (c) for (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1), respectively.
Surface profiles of the indents from Berkovich indentation with the rotated indenter are shown
in Figure 5.70, Figure 5.71, and Figure 5.72, for (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1) planes, respectively.
Contour lines corresponded to the same height level and graphs (a) to (e) show indents in different
azimuthal orientations, with respect to the in-plane crystal orientations.
Considerable pile-up formation is found for indents in all orientations with pile-ups spread over
distances comparable with the size of the indent. The maximum pile-ups reach 24-28% of the depth
of the indent for (1 0 0) plane, 11-18% for the (1 1 0) plane, and 12-16% for the (1 1 1) plane. The
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pile-ups around indents are distributed non uniformly. For all the surfaces studied by both
experiment and simulation the height and the position of the pile-ups are highly dependent on the
in-plane rotation of the indenter. It indicates that the pile-ups patterns not only depended critically
on the crystallographic planes but also on the azimuthal orientation of the indenter.

(100)

(110)

Figure 5.69. Numerical load-displacement curves from indentation on plane (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and
(1 1 1) with in-plane rotation of indenter.
(111)
For the surface profiles shown in Figure 5.70 from indentation on crystallographic plane (1 0 0),
the height and position of the hillocks vary with the rotation angles of the indenter. The surface
profiles are arranged by rotation angles  from 20 to 80 with labels (a) to (e) for the
experimental results and (a*) to (e*) for the corresponding numerical results. When the indenter is
rotated by   20 there are two major and one minor hillock next to the edges of the indent.
Both experimental and numerical results show that more material is piled up along the edges of the
triangle that are perpendicular to the [0 9 2] and [0 3 8] direction in plane (1 0 0) and the smaller
pile-up is on the other side of the triangle. For the rotated angle   27 shown in Figure 5.70(b)
the largest hillock is along the edge of the triangle which is perpendicular to the [0 1 2] direction
and the other hillocks are much smaller. When the rotation angles are set to 38 and 45 the pile
up patterns are very similar. In both cases there is one large and two small hillocks along the edges
of the triangles. The large hillocks are along the edges which are perpendicular to the [0 4 5] and
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[0 11] direction, respectively. The [0 11] direction is the projection of [111] slip direction on
(1 0 0) plane and [0 4 5] direction is very close to [0 11] . The only difference between these two
patterns is the height of the small hillocks. For   38 the height of two small hillocks are rather
different while for   45 the two small hillocks are almost equal in height. The numerical results
reproduce the pile-up patterns which catch the variation of the two small hillocks when the indenter
is rotated by a small angle (   7 ). When the indenter is rotated by   80 the pile-up patterns
become somewhat different from the others. Two combined pile-ups, instead of a single hillock,
appear along one edge of the triangle which is perpendicular to the [0 1 1] direction. The
numerical simulation produces the reasonable topography of the largest hillock, but unfortunately
fails to predict the combined pile-ups.
In comparison with (1 0 0) plane, the magnitude of the pile-ups on (11 0) or (111) plane is
significantly decreased. The pile-up patterns on these two crystallographic planes also show strong
dependence on the azimuthal orientation, as shown in Figure 5.71 and Figure 5.72. There are
qualitative agreements between the experimental and numerical surface profiles when different
rotation angles are applied in indentation. Here, ‘qualitative’ means the position of the hillocks are
roughly the same but their heights are not quantitatively equal, e.g., the largest hillock sits along the
edge of the triangle which is perpendicular to the [2 2 5] direction in both the experimental and
numerical surface profiles (see Figure 5.71(a) and (a*)) but the experimental hillock is noticeable
higher than the numerical one.
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Figure 5.70. Surface profiles from the Berkovich indentation on (1 0 0) plane with in-plane
rotated indenter. Experimental results with different rotation angles: (a)   20 ; (b)   27 ;
(c)   38 ; (d)   45 ; (e)   80 ; and the corresponding numerical results below are marked
with an asterisk (*).
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Figure 5.71. Surface profiles from the Berkovich indentation on (1 1 0) plane with in-plane
rotated indenter. Experimental results with different rotation angles: (a)   120 ; (b)   110 ;
(c)   90 ; (d)   45 ; (e)   60 ; and the corresponding numerical results below are
marked with an asterisk (*).
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Figure 5.72. Surface profiles from the Berkovich indentation on (1 1 1) plane with in-plane
rotated indenter. Experimental results with different rotation angles: (a)   100 ; (b)   80 ;
(c)   60 ; (d)   110 ; and the corresponding numerical results below are marked with an
asterisk (*).
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6.1 Plastic anisotropy
The indentation technique has clearly exhibited the different indentation behaviors that arise
when different crystallographic planes are indented. The load-displacement curves and surface
profiles obtained from the indentation tests are used to characterize the plastic anisotropy.
For spherical indentation, both experimental and numerical results show that the loaddisplacement curves from different orientations nearly coincide with each other at shallow
indentation depth but deviate from each other at deeper depth. Therefore, the anisotropy of the
load-displacement curves is dependent on the indentation depth. Besides the indentation depth, the
elastic properties are also found to affect the anisotropy of the load-displacement curves.
Indentation performed on an elastic anisotropic material (as shown in Figure 6.1) exhibits more
obvious anisotropy of the load-displacement curves than on an elastic isotropic material such as W
(as shown in Figure 5.2). Nevertheless, the load-displacement curves are close to each other in both
cases.

Figure 6.1. Numerical load-displacement curves from spherical indentation on an elastic
anisotropic material (elastic parameters: c11 = 168.4, c12 = 121.1, and c 44 = 75.4 GPa; plastic
parameters are the same with SCW).
For the Berkovich indentation, the numerical load-displacement curves also show anisotropy as
deeper indentations are performed, however, the deviations between the different orientations are
much smaller than those from spherical indentation. As a matter of fact, the experimental load95
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displacement curves from repeated tests on the same crystallographic plane are not exactly the
same, and these differences are even more noticeable than those between numerical curves from
different orientations. Further numerical indentation tests using different indenters with varied
included angles show that the anisotropy becomes more obvious when the indenter is sharper
(Figure 6.2). The indenter with a smaller included angle generates an imprint that has a larger ratio
between depth and lateral extension.
From the point view of indenter geometry, the conical indenter can be introduced as a transition
from spherical to Berkovich indenter. The numerical results shown in Figure 6.2 reveal that the
anisotropy of the load-displacement curves is more obvious for the conical indenter than the
corresponding equivalent Berkovich-like indenter. The word ‘equivalent’ here indicates that both
indenters have the same projected area-to-indentation depth relationship.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.2. Load-displacement curves from indentation on three crystallographic planes with
different indenters. (a) Berkovich-like indenter with a smaller included angle ( 40 ) than Berkovich
indenter ( 65.3 ). (b) Berkovich-like indenter with included angle of 50 . (c) Conical indenter with
included angle (half apex angle) of 47 , which has the same projected area to indentation depth
relationship with the indenter in (a). (d) Conical indenter with the same projected area to
indentation depth relationship with (b).
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It should be pointed out that each load-displacement curve is an integral response detected over
the whole volume of the plastically affected domain, which is normally substantially larger than the
indented domain. Thus, the load-displacement curves deliver volume-averaged information of
plastic deformation, in which the information on local plastic deformation features remains hidden.
In addiction, the fully isotropic elastic property of W is responsible for the coincidence of the
curves at the early stage of indentation. Consequently, the load-displacement curves are not good at
detecting the plastic anisotropy of W.
In contrast, plastic anisotropy is well revealed by surface profiles produced by the indenter. The
surface profiles from both spherical and Berkovich indentations are highly dependent on crystal
orientation. For the spherical indenter, the tip generates contact loads with circular symmetry,
which enables one to attribute the asymmetry in the surface deformation pattern to plastic
anisotropy. For the Berkovich indenter, however, the asymmetry in the surface deformation
patterns, which was affected by both crystallography and indenter shape, can not only be attributed
to plastic anisotropy but also to anisotropy of the indenter itself. The indenter-introduced
anisotropy of plastic deformation will be discussed in section 6.5.

6.2 Effect of indentation depth and friction coefficient
To fit the experimental data, most CPFEM simulations were carried out at maximum
indentation depth of ~ 24 µm for the spherical indentation and ~ 1000 nm for the Berkovich
indentation. The load-displacement curves from both spherical and Berkovich indentation showed
no obvious orientation dependence up to these maximum indentation depths. However, when the
maximum indentation depth was set to a much larger value that was comparable to the radius of the
spherical indenter, the load-displacement curves developed a remarkable sensitivity to the crystal
orientations. The curve from the spherical indentation on (1 0 0) surface was significantly lower
than that from (1 1 0) and (1 1 1) surfaces. Therefore, from the point view of the load-displacement
curves, the anisotropy of SCW tends to show when the indentation depth increases in the case of
the spherical indentation. For the deeper indentation by the Berkovich indenter, the orientation
dependence of the load-displacement curves is much less significant than that of the spherical
indentation. The reason can be that the effect of indentation depth on load-displacement curves is
related to the ratio between the lateral and depth extension of the generated imprint. For spherical
indentation, this ratio ( a / h  2 Rball / h  1 ) deceases with increasing indentation depth, while
the ratio for sharp indenter is dictated by the included angle and is independent of indentation depth.
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6.3 Effect of active slip systems
It was reported [73, 133] that the effect of friction on the spherical indentation loaddisplacement curve had a close relationship with material parameters in the constitutive model and
the ratio of the indentation depth to the indenter radius h/Rball when the power law hardening model
was adopted in FEM investigation. In the present CPFEM study, the load-displacement curves
were also affected by friction when h/Rball was larger than 0.12.
For the sharp indenters, the effect of friction on the characteristics of the load-displacement
curves depended on the target material properties and the types of indenter tips adopted in the
indentation tests [134]. The types of indenter tips included cones and pyramids with different
inclined angles. The present study on the effect of friction on the load-displacement curves shown
in Figure 5.40 indicated friction had no notable influence on the load-displacement curves up to an
indentation depth of 3000 nm. This agreed with the conclusion from Bucaille et al. that friction had
no significant influence on the normal force for indenters with included angles equal and higher
than 60° (the included angle for the Berkovich indenter is about 65.3°) [93].
The explanation for the above results can be that friction affects the load-displacement curves
through its component in normal direction of the non-indented surface. When the indentation depth
is small for spherical indenter or the included angle is large for sharp indenter, the normal
component of friction is too small to influence the load-displacement curve. Friction starts to affect
the load-displacement curves when the indentation depth is large enough for spherical indentation
and the included angle is small (sharper tip) for sharp indenter.
However, the surface profiles/maximum pile-ups were substantially influenced by friction,
irrespective of the ratio of the indentation depth and the indenter radius, because friction can force
material to flow downwards with the indenter and thus decrease the height of pile-ups (formed by
flowing material upwards), and more importantly, this happens at any depth with contact [51].
Similar conclusions also drawn from FEM using different constitutive material models, like power
law hardening [93] and elastic plastic hardening isotropic constitutive [135] models. This agreed
with the present results from FEM of SCW using the crystal plasticity constitutive model.

6.3 Effect of active slip systems
The effect of the number of active slip systems on indentation response was examined by
considering a number of combinations of active slip systems. When different sets of slip systems
were activated, the indentation responses, including load-displacement curves and maximum pileups, showed different variation trends for spherical and Berkovich indentation.
The load-displacement curves from spherical indentation vary slightly with alteration of slip
systems while the curves from Berkovich indentation show nearly no sensitivity to slip systems.
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This means that the effect of active slip systems on the load-displacement curves is not significant
for either spherical indentation or Berkovich indentation. The reason can be that the loaddisplacement curves are from the overall response of the entire plastically deformed volume and
the activation of different slip systems does not play an important role in determining the resistance
to deformation caused by indenter.
However, the maximum pile-ups, as indicators of material transport in out-of-plane directions,
are dependent on slip systems for both spherical and Berkovich indentation. The variation of the
maximum pile-ups with slip systems is not only dependent on crystallographic planes but also on
the indenter shapes, because material transport is caused by crystal slip along specific
crystallographic orientations, while the transport itself can be blocked by the indenter shape in
certain directions.

6.4 Effect of misorientation
As already seen in Chapter 5, the load-displacement curves from spherical and Berkovich
indentation are hardly affected by the misorientations except in the case of the misoriented sample
surface in the Berkovich indentation where the load-displacement curves are significantly altered
by the tilting sample surfaces. On the other hand, the surface profiles (pile-ups) are notably affected
by all kinds of misorientations like misoriented crystal orientations and sample surfaces for both
indenters when the misoriented angles are large enough.
The investigation of misorientation provides necessary information on the extent of the
misorientations effect on the experimental data which are used for material parameters
identification. The misorientations of the crystal orientations (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1) with
respect to the sample surfaces are determined by EBSD mapping of the carefully polished surfaces
and it is found that the misorientations of the crystal orientations are in the range of 1 ~ 3° for all
three orientations. In the case of the spherical indentation, the misorientations of the sample
surfaces with respect to the indentation direction are estimated from measurement of the height
profiles of the samples with the special holders. The sample surfaces are found to be nearly parallel
to the bottom of the holders, with relatively small tilting angles less than 1°.
The systematic CPFEM for spherical indentation shows that both the load-displacement curves
and the surface profiles from indentation on these misoriented crystal planes and sample surfaces
are very much the same as those from the perfectly oriented crystals and surfaces when the
misorientations applied to simulations are in accordance with those from the experimentally
determined tilting angles (< 3°). Therefore, the experimental load-displacement curves and surface
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profiles employed for identifying the material parameters in the spherical indentation are suitable
even when there are misorientations introduced by sample preparation and installation.
For the Berkovich indentation the load-displacement curves are obviously affected by the
misoriented sample surface even though the angle is as small as 3°. The reason can be that the
contact area is very sensitive to the tilted sample surface at tilting angles larger than 3°, as can be
seen in Figure 6.3 where the projected contact areas are calculated when different tilting angles are
applied. The projected contact areas are nearly the same and the numerical load-displacement
curves overlap (Figure 5.51 and Figure 5.52) when the tilting angles are 1°,  1°, and 0°. Therefore,
the experimental load-displacement curves adopted for identification of the material parameters in
the Berkovich indentation are reasonable when the misorientation between sample surface and
indentation direction is smaller than 1° (absolute value). However, the surface profiles are much
more sensitive to misorientations than the load-displacement curves. Even when the sample
surfaces are tilted in 1° and  1°, there are notable variations of the hillocks around the crater.
That’s one of the reasons that the surface profiles are not quantitatively but qualitatively included
in the iteration to obtain optimized material parameters. Another reason is that the pile-ups caused
by the Berkovich indentation are also affected by different azimuthal orientations of the indenter,
which are discussed in detail in next section.

Figure 6.3. Projected contact area at maximum indentation depth of 1 µm when the indented
surface is tilted from 5 to 5 (without considering the effect of possible pile-up or sink-in).

6.5 Effect of in-plane rotation
As shown in section 5.2.5 the effect of in-plane rotation on the load-displacement curves is not
perceptible, therefore, the discussion is focused on the effect of in-plane rotation on pile-ups.
The distribution and symmetry of the pile-ups should be a reflection of the local crystalline
orientation, which is already demonstrated by the spherical indentation. The spherical indenter tip
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generates contact loads with circular symmetry which enables one to attribute the asymmetry in
surface deformation pattern to plastic anisotropy. Therefore, the pile-ups caused by the spherical
indenter are unaffected by azimuthal orientations of the indenter due to the axisymmetric feature.
On the other hand, the Berkovich indenter has special geometry which overlaps with the crystal
symmetry. The combination of the three-fold indenter symmetry, asymmetric stress distribution,
and the crystal structure complicates the analysis of the surface profiles for the Berkovich
indentation. Both experimental and numerical results indicate that the surface profiles are rather
sensitive to the azimuthal orientations of the indenter, with respect to the crystalline directions,
although the load-displacement curves are hardly affected.
As shown in section 3.1.1, the preferred slip directions in SCW are  111  which are
projected onto (1 0 0) plane as the [0 11] , [0 1 1] , [0 1 1] , and [0 1 1] directions, and onto

(11 0) plane as [1 11] and [111] directions, and onto (111) plane as the [1 2 1] , [2 11] , and

[11 2] directions. If the material flows freely in these directions it will lead to four-, two- and
three-fold rotational symmetry of pile-up patterns on crystallographic planes (1 0 0) , (11 0) , and

(111) , which are already evident in spherical indentation. However, under the Berkovich indenter,
plastic flow of material along certain preferred directions is hampered by the sharp edge and thus
the intrinsic symmetry of the pile-up patterns is altered. As can be seen from Figure 5.70 there are
only three hillocks formed on the (1 0 0) surface when the rotation angles  are 20 , 27 , 38 ,
and 45 ; when   80 there are four hillocks but two of them are very close to each other. These
results mean that the four-fold symmetry of the pile-ups is seriously affected by the sharp edges of
the indenter.
However, the experimental results from Vickers microhardness tests on SCW showed that the
distribution of hillocks did not depend critically on the azimuthal orientation of the indenter and it
was argued that pile-up formation was determined by sample crystallography rather than by the
stress distribution pattern induced under the Vickers indenter [60]. Further inspection into the
images of the indentation on SCW reveals that the four-, two- and three-fold symmetry of pile-ups
on (1 0 0) , (11 0) , and (111) planes is still evident even though the azimuthal orientations of the
Vickers indenter are changed. Although the number of hillocks is not affected by the azimuthal
orientation of the indenter, the positions and the dimensions of these hillocks are significantly
changed. When the diagonal of the Vickers imprint is oriented along the [0 0 1] direction, the four
hillocks are along the four edges which are perpendicular to the preferred  0 11  slip directions.
When the diagonal of the imprint is oriented along the [0 11] direction, the four hillocks are larger
but no longer in the preferred slip directions. Therefore, the pile-ups are essentially influenced by
the sharp edges of the Vickers indenter. For Vickers indentation on (1 0 0) and (11 0) planes, the
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four-fold symmetry of the indenter matches with the intrinsic symmetry of the pile-up patterns so
that the number of hillocks on these planes is the same as that for the spherical indentation.
For Berkovich indentation, however, the three-fold symmetry of the indenter does not match
with the intrinsic symmetry of pile-ups on (1 0 0) and (11 0) planes and consequently the number
of hillocks is affected by both symmetries and could vary between three and four for (1 0 0) plane,
two and three for (11 0) plane, as shown in Figure 5.70 and Figure 5.71. The number of hillocks
on (111) plane is always three, regardless of the azimuthal orientation of the indenter, since both
the indenter and the pile-ups have the same three-fold symmetry.
To summarize, the pile-ups are significantly influenced by the in-plane rotation of the sharp
indenter. The mismatch of symmetry between the indenter and the indented crystal causes variation
of the hillocks’ number and height. There is qualitative agreement between the experimental and
numerical surface profiles which show the number and height of the hillocks. The agreement for
indents on the (1 0 0) surface is impressive since the numerical simulations catch the small
alteration in height of the hillocks when the difference between the azimuthal orientations of the
indenter is as small as 7 .

6.6 Material parameters identification
The primary motivation of the present work is to provide quantitative data of the crystal plastic
material parameters for SCW. As already underlined, the present method takes into account the
pile-up formation for material parameters identification, since it has been reported that the
incorporation of the imprint profiles enriches the information exploitable in the reverse analysis,
and thus leads to more accurate parameters [54, 95, 135]. The orientation dependence of pile-up
patterns for an indentation on a single crystal should be included in the parameters identification
since the load-displacement curves from different orientations are rather close to each other. The
pile-ups from different planes substantially enrich the available experimental data for extracting the
material parameters. Different material parameters combinations can produce similar loaddisplacement curves but very different surface profiles, as shown in Figure 6.4. Therefore, in
reverse analysis, material parameters cannot be determined accurately without information from the
surface profiles.
The identification procedure is performed for both spherical and Berkovich indentation. The
purpose of this section is to gain a fundamental knowledge on the influence of the above discussed
factors on load-displacement curves and pile-ups, and essentially on the material parameters
identification.
An appropriately selected indentation depth can cause necessary plastic deformation under the
indenter and simultaneously exclude the effect of friction on the load-displacement curves. The
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maximum depth used for experiment and simulation is roughly set as one tenth of the indenter
radius in the spherical indentation. The numerical results show that the load-displacement curves
are unaffected by friction at this maximum indentation depth. However, the pile-ups are rather
sensitive to friction. As a result, the coefficient of friction has to be considered as unknown
parameters.
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Figure 6.4. CPFEM simulation with different material parameters combinations A and B yields
similar load-displacement curves but different surface profiles.
Experimental load-displacement curves and imprint profiles can be affected by misorientations
resulting from the sample preparation and indentation test. It has been demonstrated by extensive
CPFEM that the load-displacement curves and the imprint profiles are almost unchanged when the
misorientations are kept within small ranges for the spherical indentation. The misorientations in
the experiment are found to be in the small ranges, therefore, the experimental results fed into the
reverse analysis are reasonable. The numerical load-displacement curves agree well with their
experimental counterparts. The simulated pile-up patterns also match with the measured ones,
especially for (1 0 0) plane.
In the case of the Berkovich indentation, the load-displacement curves are also found to be
unaffected by small misorientations. However, the surface profiles/pile-ups are so sensitive to the
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misoriented sample surfaces that a small misorientation of 1 could cause significant variation in
pile-up patterns. The effect of the azimuthal orientations of the indenter and the misorientations
leads to a more complicated variation trend of the surface profiles which are rather difficult to
simulate since the involved experimental devices are incapable of providing the necessary data. In
the numerical simulations, the tilting orientation of the sample surface is selected intentionally, e.g.,
the normal of the sample surface is parallel with (1 0 0) and is tilted in two planes which cut across

(1 0 0) plane perpendicularly along the [0 0 1] and [0 1 1] directions. For a more realistic
simulation the tilting orientation of the sample surface has to be measured instead of taking the
hypothetical one. Unfortunately, it’s very difficult to do this during an indentation experiment. As a
result, the imprints profiles in the Berkovich indentation have not been incorporated into the
reverse analysis quantitatively but considered as reference data qualitatively.
It should be pointed out that the material parameters identified by the reverse analysis are
different from the spherical indenter to the Berkovich indenter. One of the reasons could be that
these parameters are deduced from the experiment and simulation on different length scales, i.e.,
from sub-micrometer to micrometer. In indentation test, hardness tends to decrease with increasing
indentation depth and this phenomenon is called the indentation size effect [136, 137]. In the
spherical indentation the indenter produces a much larger plastic deformed area compared to the
Berkovich indentation. Due to the shallower indentation depth made by the Berkovich indenter, the
effect of the surface layer could be more significant and cause a difference in the determined
material parameters between the spherical and Berkovich indentation.
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7 Deuterium irradiation
7.1 Introduction
As aforementioned, the high-flux deuterium-tritium (D-T) plasma causes significant damage in the
W microstructure. To interpret the microscopic features of the damage observed in the irradiated W,
one needs firstly to understand the crystal plasticity on a single grain level. The investigation of the
crystal plasticity of W after plasma irradiation leads to a better understanding of the irradiationinduced damage.
In the present work, the low energy D plasma was used as an irradiation source to W material.
Single crystal tungsten (SCW) has been used to neglect the grain boundary effects. The crystal
plasticity of SCW was examined by nanoindentation before and after D plasma irradiation.
Nanoindentation of single crystals has been a topic that attracted wide interest and investigations [138140]. In some crystals, the initial indentation behavior is completely elastic, without creating a
permanent impression when the load is removed. At some point, as the load increases, the material
undergoes irreversible plastic deformation that shows as a jump in the depth data of the loaddisplacement curves, a so-called pop-in or excursion [63, 141, 142]. In this case, the local value of the
critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) required to initiate plastic deformation at pop-in can be inferred
from the load at pop-in. Thus, the effect of D irradiation on local CRSS was studied by comparing the
pop-in load from as-polished and irradiated specimens. The local hardness, which can be inferred from
the measured load-displacement curves by method from Oliver and Pharr [41], was also investigated
before and after irradiation. Additional annealing in vacuum chamber (pressure: 10-5 mbar) was
performed to remove the oxide layer introduced by air exposure and/or the electropolishing procedure.
Therefore, the influence of an oxidation layer on crystal plasticity was also considered.

7.2 Experiment
The specimens from different orientations were prepared as described in chapter 4 and then
grouped into A and B which were followed by different experimental procedures presented in Figure
7.1. Both group A and B contained 3 disks from different crystallographic planes.
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Figure 7.1. Sequence of experiments.
A quantified plasma source which delivers mostly D3 ions was employed for all of the D+
irradiations [143] (The incident ions were denoted as D+ although not all of the D particles were
charged in the D3 ion.). The specimens were irradiated at about 370 K with D+ ions at normal
incidence to the test specimens. D3 ions with an energy of about 115 eV, corresponding to a mean
energy of 38 eV/D, was produced by the sample bias voltage of -100 V DC together with the plasma
potential. The deuteron flux was 9 × 1019 D m-2 s-1. All of the specimens were exposed to the same
fluences 6 × 1024 D m-2. After irradiations, the specimens were kept in a vacuum exsiccator before
nanoindentation tests were performed.
The nanoindentation tests were conducted at room temperature using an instrumented
nanoindentation device manufactured by Micro Materials Ltd (Wrexham, UK). Three-sided Berkovich
indenters were used. Nanoindentation tests were carried out at load controlled mode. The maximum
load was set in two groups which were noted as L1max and L2max. L1max = 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80,
90, 100 mN; L2max = 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 mN. The loading/unloading rate was fixed at 0.5 mN/s for
L1max and 0.1 mN/s for L2max. Three separate indentations were made for every selected maximum
load. There was a dwell time of 10 s between the loading and unloading stages. For each loading
condition, indentations were made on samples of different orientations, the load-displacement curves
were analyzed and the average values of hardness were calculated.

7.3 Results and discussion
7.3.1 Onset of plastic deformation
Figure 7.2 shows the typical loading and unloading curves of the indentation into the aspolished SCW with the maximum load L1max from 10 mN to 100 mN. The loading part exhibits
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three distinct stages: the initial purely elastic portion; a discontinuous jump in indenter
displacement, hereafter referred to as pop-in; and an elastic-plastic portion, which occurred after
pop-in. To identify the initial purely elastic deformation behavior, lower maximum loads were
applied to the indenter, as shown in the inset in Figure 7.2(a). Obviously, the loading and unloading
curves are overlapped, indicating that deformation is purely elastic prior to the pop-in.
The critical load, at which pop-in occurs, shows deviations from individual tests (see Figure
7.2(b)). It is also important to note that once pop-in reaches the end, the loading curves appear
similar, in accordance with the observations from SCW and other crystals [36, 63, 144, 145]. As
the critical load of pop-in increases, the extent in a load-controlled indentation also increases. The
extent of the pop-in is defined as the length of the plateau, which is between the elastic and elasticplastic part of the curve.
(a)

(b)

Figure 7.2. (a) Typical load-displacement curves of indentations on as-polished (1 0 0) plane
showing the three stages: elastic loading, pop-ins and plastic loading. (b) Details of the elastic
loading and pop-ins.
The initial elastic loading part is often modeled by the isotropic Hertzian contact theory [146]:

P

4
Er R1 2 h3 2 ,
3

(7.1)

where P is the indenter load, h is its displacement, R is the indenter tip radius, and Er is the
reduced elastic modulus, which is defined by

1 1  i2 1  2


,
Er
Ei
E

(7.2)

where Ei and E are elastic modulus of the diamond indenter and W, respectively;  i and  are
Poisson’s ratios of diamond and W, respectively. An average value of the indenter tip radius R
(Real Berkovich indenter are not perfectly sharp but are blunt, and the most approximation to
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describe its shape is that it is spherical near the tip [147]) was determined to be 675 nm based on a
least-squares curve fit of initial elastic loading part, assuming a reduced elastic modulus of 321
GPa (Values of Ei = 1141 GPa, E = 410GPa, νi = 0.07, and ν = 0.28 were used in this study [41]).
With the calculated R and the pop-in load Pmax , the maximum shear stress  max , at which the
pop-in occurred, can be calculated by
1

 max

 6 P Er2  3
 0.31  max
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(7.3)

To obtain better statistics of the pop-in events, 57 indentation tests were performed for each
condition (as-polished, annealed and irradiated) and orientations. Pop-in loads for each indentation
were recorded, and the maximum shear stresses were also calculated by Eq. (7.3). The histograms
of all the results from group A are shown in the following sections. Bad shaped load-displacement
curves are excluded from the statistic of pop-in loads and a total number of 30 well-shaped
indentations for each condition were plotted. For simplicity, the similar results from group B are
not presented here.

7.3.2 Pop-in in as-polished condition
Figure 7.3 shows the distributions of the pop-in loads and the corresponding shear stress for aspolished SCW with orientations (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1). It is seen that the pop-in loads exhibit
significant orientation dependence. The distribution ranges of pop-in loads for (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and
(1 1 1) planes are 4.3 ~ 9.7 mN, 0.5 ~ 8 mN, and 1.2 ~ 4.5 mN, respectively. Obviously, the critical
loads for (1 0 0) plane are the highest and (1 1 1) plane are the lowest. The orientation dependence
of the critical loads is also found in nanoindentation on a single crystal gold [148].
For each orientation, the pop-in loads vary with indentations. The reason could be that the
surface of SCW is not defect-free and the defect (e.g. dislocation) distribution is not uniform near
the contact area. It is believed that, in a defect-free crystalline material, the local value of the
resolved shear stress required to initiate plastic deformation at pop-in events is frequently close to
the theoretical strength G / 2 , where G is the shear modulus [147], therefore, every single
indentation should have the same pop-in load. The distribution of the pop-in loads in a wide range
indicates that the defects are not evenly distributed near the contact area since the pop-in loads are
dependent on the defect density [149]. For SCW, the theoretical strength is 24.8 GPa, with a shear
modulus G  156 GPa . The maximum shear stress at pop-in should be smaller than the theoretical
strength, and the results shown in Figure 7.3 agree well with this.
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Figure 7.3. Histograms of the pop-in loads and shear stress at pop-in for 30 indentations
conducted on as-polished SCW specimen with orientation (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1), showing the
distribution of the load and the corresponding shear stress at which pop-in occurs.

7.3.3 Pop-in after annealing
Electropolished W are always covered by an oxide layer [150] which could be removed at high
temperature due to the sublimation of tungsten trioxide which starts at 750°C and becomes
substantial above 900°C [1]. The annealing temperature is intentionally chosen to reach the
temperature at which sublimation becomes substantial.
Figure 7.4 shows the distributions of the pop-in loads and the corresponding shear stress for
annealed SCW with orientations (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1). The pop-in loads still exhibit a strong
dependence on the crystal orientations. After annealing in vacuum at 1200 K for 12 hours, the popin loads of (1 0 0) plane have an average value of 7.6 mN which is very close to the average value
of the pop-in load for the as-polished condition of (1 0 0) plane. It can also be seen from the
typical load-displacement curves as shown in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.5 that indentation curves of
the as-polished and annealed specimens seem rather similar.
For indentations on the (1 1 0) orientation, the pop-in loads distribution range and the average
values of the annealed specimen are also similar to the as-polished one. For (1 1 1) plane after
annealing, the distribution of the pop-in loads shift, from the range of 1.2 ~ 4.5 mN for the as-
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polished specimen to a lower range of 0.5 ~ 2.8 mN. These results suggest that the annealing
procedure somehow seems to reduce the pop-in loads for (1 1 1) plane.
From the above, it can be concluded that the effect of the oxide layer on the pop-in loads is
insignificant for SCW and other studies have led to the same conclusion [63] that pop-ins are not
indicative of oxide layer fracture.

Figure 7.4. Histograms of the pop-in loads and shear stress at pop-in for 30 indentations
conducted on annealed SCW specimen with orientation (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1), showing the
distribution of the load and the corresponding shear stress at which pop-in occurs.
(a)

(b)

Figure 7.5. (a) Typical load-displacement curves of the indentations on annealed (1 0 0) plane
showing the three stages: the elastic loading, pop-ins and plastic loading. (b) Details of the elastic
loading and pop-ins.
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7.3.4 Pop-in after irradiation
Figure 7.6 shows the distributions of the pop-in loads and the corresponding shear stress for
the irradiated SCW with orientations (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1). There are two types of behavior
from the indentation curves after the specimen is irradiated by D plasma.
First, the pop-in (if it still occurred) loads drop substantially as can be seen from the histograms
(Figure 7.6) and the typical load-displacement curves (Figure 7.7). Take (1 0 0) plane as an
example, the pop-in loads mainly fall into the range of 4.3 ~ 9.7 mN before irradiation while they
drop substantially to a lower range of 0 ~ 6.7 mN after irradiation. The maximum pop-in loads
decrease from greater than 9 mN in unirradiated conditions to less than 7 mN after irradiation. The
minimum load, which triggers plastic deformation in the unirradiated specimen, is about 4 mN
while it reduces to 0 in the case of the irradiated one. It should be emphasized that the pop-in loads
located between 0 and 1.0 mN comprise of two cases: one is that the pop-in exists in this range and
the other case is that there is actually a smooth transition of the displacement instead of obvious
pop-ins, see Figure 7.7(b).
The second behavior of the indentation curves for the irradiated specimen shown in Figure 7.7
is that several curves are significantly higher than the others in the elastic-plastic portion of the
curves. At the initial part of the higher curves there are bumps which result in considerably larger
loads than in the other curves at certain depth. For the completeness of the statistics for the pop-in
loads, the load-displacement curves with bumps are counted into pop-in load within a range of 01.0 mN. This consideration is also applied to the analysis of the pop-in load distributions for the
indentations on orientations (1 1 0) and (1 1 1) after irradiation.
For the indentation on (1 1 0) plane after irradiation, the pop-in loads distribute between 0 and
5mN (mostly in 0 ~ 3.0mN), with an average value of 1.5 mN which is considerably smaller than
that of the as-polished (4.8 mN) and annealed (4.4 mN) conditions.
The pop-in loads for (1 1 1) orientation after irradiation are also decreased and mainly fall into
the range of 0 ~ 1.0 mN. As aforementioned, for the indentation after irradiation, the pop-in loads
which fall into 0 ~ 1.0 mN are not really caused by pop-ins but bumps, as seen from the loaddisplacement curves of indentations on the irradiated (1 0 0) specimen (Figure 7.7). Therefore,
most of the pop-ins disappear after D irradiation and the reduction of the pop-in loads caused by
irradiation is more significant than annealing. The effect of irradiation on the pop-in behavior for

(111) orientation is comparable to the case of the other two orientations which show a substantial
reduction of pop-in loads and obvious bumps at the initial part of the load-displacement curves
after irradiation.
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Figure 7.6. Histograms of the pop-in loads and shear stress at pop-in for 30 indentations
conducted on irradiated SCW specimen with orientation (1 0 0), (1 1 0), and (1 1 1), showing the
distribution of the load and the corresponding shear stress at which pop-in occurs.
The tendency of the pop-in loads to decrease after irradiation is observed for all three
crystallographic planes. This indicates a decrease in the critical shear stress after irradiation. It can
be seen from the load-displacement curves plot that only the pop-in loads and the extent of pop-ins
are changed by irradiation, while the rest of the curves remain the same shape as before irradiation
if the load-displacement still exhibits pop-in. It is also found that there are bumps at the initial
portion of the load-displacement curves from all of the above planes after irradiation. These bumps
cause a rise in the load-displacement curves at the elastic-plastic portion. It should be noted that the
pop-in loads of orientations (1 0 0) and (1 1 0) are significantly higher than orientation (1 1 1) even
there are substantial reductions after irradiation. Therefore, the maximum shear stresses deduced
from the pop-in loads of (1 0 0) and (1 1 0) plane indentations are also larger than (1 1 1) planes.
Several observations have revealed that dislocation plays a role in the pop-in process during
nanoindentation of SCW [62, 63]. The prerequisite for pop-in to occur during the indentation is that
there is either no dislocations encountered with the indenter, or only a few with low mobility. The
general trend found is that the increasing mobile dislocation density decreases the pop-in load [99,
151]. Therefore the higher the mobile dislocation density, the lower the pop-in loads. When the
dislocation density is higher than a certain critical value the pop-in behavior could disappear. The
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experimental results from others [63] have shown that the mechanically polished SCW surface
which has a high dislocation density does not exhibit the pop-in phenomena. In the present study,
the decrease of the pop-in loads after D irradiation could be ascribed to the increase of the mobility
of dislocations and/or increase of the mobile dislocation density due to irradiation.
(a)

(b)

Figure 7.7. (a) Typical load-displacement curves of indentations on irradiated (1 0 0) plane
showing the three stages: the elastic loading, pop-ins and plastic loading. (b) Details of the elastic
loading, bumps and pop-ins.

7.3.5 Hardness
The measured hardness of all specimens is shown in Table 7.1, from which it can be found that
the orientation dependence of hardness is insignificant. The as-polished specimens have similar
hardness to the annealed ones which are supposed to be covered by a reduced oxide layer. This
comparison indicates there is little effect of the oxide layer on hardness of SCW. The reason could
be that the thickness of the oxide layer is too small compared with the indentation depth. As for the
hardness of the irradiated specimens, bumps in the initial portion of some of the load-displacement
curves result in a relatively larger hardness than the curves without bumps. Thus, the average
hardness should be calculated separately and the results are shown as irradiated and irradiated* in
the table. The hardness of the irradiated specimen is either significantly larger than or close to that
of the as-polished and annealed specimens, depending on whether there are bumps in the loaddisplacement curves or not. On the one side, the D irradiation caused bumps in the loaddisplacement curves and resulted in a relatively larger hardness, on the other side, irradiation has
no remarkable effect on the hardness when there are no bumps.
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Table 7.1 Hardness of specimens after certain treatment (GPa)
specimens

as-polished

annealed

irradiated

irradiated*

100-3

4.46±0.22

4.49±0.14

4.44±0.15

4.80±0.19

110-3

4.41±0.15

4.43±0.12

4.38±0.12

4.87±0.13

111-3

4.44±0.09

4.47±0.11

4.42±0.21

5.18±0.20

100-4

4.54±0.08

4.52±0.12

4.91±0.07

110-6

4.37±0.08

4.33±0.06

4.83±0.24

111-10

4.42±0.11

4.30±0.09

4.87±0.25

* calculated from load-displacement curves with bumps

7.4 Conclusions
Nanoindentation tests have been used to study the crystal plasticity of single crystal tungsten
after different treatments, such as electropolishing, annealing, and deuterium irradiation. The main
conclusions are presented in the following:
The pop-in loads which trigger plastic deformation depend clearly on the crystallographic
orientations. The (1 0 0) plane shows the maximum pop-in load in as-polished, annealed and
irradiated conditions. The distribution of the pop-in loads in a relatively wide range indicates defect
in the near surface layer of SCW is not uniform.
The pop-in loads do not change dramatically from as-polished to annealed condition but
notably decrease after deuterium irradiation for all three planes. The increase of the mobility of the
dislocations and/or increase of the mobile dislocation density due to the irradiation can be the main
reason for the reduction of the pop-in loads.
The results of the annealed specimens suggest that the effect of the oxide layer on pop-in loads
and hardness is insignificant. For irradiated specimens, hardness calculated from the curves with
bumps is significantly larger than those without bumps. Further investigation will be necessary to
explain the presence of bumps in irradiated specimens.
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The initiation and propagation of the micro-cracks are decisive in the microscopic damage
evolution process and fracture behavior in tungsten (W). For a better understanding of the
microscopic features of the damage observed in W, one needs firstly to understand the plastic
behavior on a single grain level. This motivates the research discribed in the preceding chapters of
the thesis. The crystal plasticity of W has been investigated through the indentation test and finite
element simulation on single crystal tungsten (SCW). After an introduction to the crystal plasticity
studies by indentation tests and simulations, the specific goals of the current research are stated in
the form of “open questions” in section 2.3. Now, the answers derived from the present study are
summarized as below.
1. Is it possible to obtain the necessary material parameters for the crystal plasticity model,
so that its numerical results are in good agreement with indentation experiments?
Yes, the desired material parameters are acquired by the following steps. Firstly, the
numerical load-displacement curves are smoothed by improving the mesh quality in FEM.
Secondly, the number of the unknown material parameters included in the crystal plasticity
model is reduced by well-known conclusions from the literature. Thirdly, sensitivity tests of
the remaining unknown parameters are performed by FEM to further reduce the number of
unknown parameters. The values for the less sensitive parameters are taken from literature.
Finally, the unknown material parameters are determined by fitting the measured loaddisplacement curves and pile-up profiles with their simulated counterparts for the spherical
indentation, while only measured load-displacement curves are quantitatively fitted with
their numerical counterparts for identifying material parameters for the Berkovich
indentation.
The numerical load-displacement curves are in good agreement with experiment for both the
spherical and Berkovich indentation on all three different crystallographic orientations. The
simulated surface profiles also exhibit desirable agreement with the experiment, especially
for spherical indentation on the (1 0 0) plane.
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It is worth noting that the identified material parameters are different from the spherical
indentation to the Berkovich indentation and the reason can be that these two tests probe
plastic deformation at different length scales.
2. How and to what extent is the indentation behavior affected by various factors, such as the
indentation depth, contact friction, active slip systems and misorientations?
Indentation depth is found to affect the orientation dependence of the load-displacement
curves from the spherical indentation. CPFEM simulations show that friction has no
significant effect on the load-displacement curves when the indentation depth is small (~ 25
µm). However, the maximum pile-ups, as indicators of material transport in out-of-plane
directions, are decreased with an increasing coefficient of friction even when the indentation
depth is small. Thus the friction is treated as an unknown parameter and is determined
through a reverse analysis.
Extensive CPFEM simulations show that the effect of active slip systems on the loaddisplacement curves is not significant for both spherical indentation and Berkovich
indentation. However, the maximum pile-ups are dependent on the slip systems for both
spherical and Berkovich indentations. The variation of the maximum pile-ups with slip
systems is not only dependent on the crystallographic planes but also on the indenter shapes.
Therefore, the plastic flow of material caused by crystal slip is dependent on crystallographic
planes and indenter shapes.
Misoriented crystal orientation caused by tilting of the crystallographic plane [ (1 0 0) ,

(11 0) , and (111) ] with respect to the indentation surface can result in a variation of the
surface profiles when the tilting angles are large enough (> 5°), but it has no significant
effect on the load-displacement curves even when the tilting angles are relatively large. For
indentation experiment, the tilting angles of the three planes are kept as small as possible by
careful preparation of SCW samples (1 ~ 3°), so that both the load-displacement curves and
the surface profiles are not influenced by the misoriented crystal orientations.
Misoriented sample surfaces caused by samples preparation and mounting can result in a
variation of the surface profiles and the load-displacement curves. Nevertheless, when the
tilting angle is small in the spherical indentation (< 3°), neither the load-displacement curves
nor surface profiles are significantly affected. In the case of Berkovich indentation, both the
load-displacement curves and surface profiles are more sensitive to misorientation of the
sample surface, even when the tilting angle is as small as 3°.
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Both the experimental and numerical results indicate that the surface profiles in Berkovich
indentation are rather sensitive to the azimuthal orientations of the indenter with respect to
the crystalline directions, although the load-displacement curves are hardly affected. The
surface profile varies significantly even when the azimuthal orientation is rotated by 7°.
Under the Berkovich indenter, the plastic flow in the preferred slip directions is blocked by
the sharp edges of the indenter so that pile-ups appear along some directions deviated from
the preferred ones and vary with azimuthal orientations of the indenter. For the spherical
indentation, there is no such azimuthal orientation dependence of the surface profiles due to
the axisymmetric geometry of the indenter.
3. Does the deuterium plasma irradiation have an effect on the crystal plasticity of SCW?
The Berkovich indentation tests have been used to study the crystal plastic deformation of
SCW following electropolishing, annealing, and deuterium irradiation. The critical load that
triggers plastic deformation is called the pop-in load, before which the indentation-induced
deformation is reversible. It is found that the pop-in loads depend clearly on the
crystallographic orientation, and the (1 0 0) plane shows the maximum pop-in loads for aspolished, annealed and irradiated conditions. The pop-in loads, as well as the critical shear
stresses, do not change dramatically from as-polished to annealed condition but decrease
after deuterium plasma irradiation for all three planes. Hardness and shape of the loaddisplacement curves are also affected by irradiation. The reason for these phenomena can be
that the modification of the surface layer by deuterium plasma irradiation increases the
mobility of the dislocations and/or increase of the mobile dislocation density.
The present investigations provided necessary crystal plasticity parameters for tungsten. With
these parameters, the next step for numerical simulation of the microscopic damage evolution
process in W can be performed by CPFEM. The systematic investigation, modeling and
understanding of indentation into SCW offer both qualitative and quantitative insight into tungsten
plasticity on a mesoscopic length scale and for both axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric loading
conditions.
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Determination of reference strain rate from Tabor’s relation
A complete physical description of the material deformation during the indentation process was
introduced by Tabor [70]. Assuming that the material embedding the indenter is completely in the
plastic regime, he obtained a correlation between the stress-strain (σ-ε) curve and the spherical
indentation parameters:

  Pm 3

(A.1)

  0.2a R ,

where Pm is the mean pressure beneath the indenter in the fully plastic regime, a is the radius of the
residual imprint and Rball is the indenter radius. Tabor’s relationship has been widely accepted as a
basis for developing relations between stress-strain curves and indentation parameters.
The strain rate can be obtained by differentiating the strain with respect to time,

  0.2

2 Rball  h  h 2
Rball

Rball  h
d
dh

 ,
dt 5 Rball 2 Rball  h  h 2 dt

(A.2)

where Rball and h are the indenter radius and indentation depth, respectively.
The loading curves can be fitted to

L  k  hm ,

(A.3)

where k and m were fitting constants. Differentiate Eq. (A.3) with respect to time,

dL
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 k  m  h m 1
.
dt
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From the known loading rate and ball radius the strain rate can be derived from Eq. (A.2) and
(A.4),

Rball  h
d
dL


.
m

1
2
dt 5 Rball  k  m  h
2 Rball  h  h dt
The strain rate expressed by Eq. (A.5) is plotted in Fig. A.1, with Rball = 250 µm,

(A.5)

dL
 0.5 N/s,
dt

k = 2.33, and m = 1.23.
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Fig. A.1. Strain rate as function of displacement in spherical indentation.
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